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ABSTRACT
We investigate the variability behaviour of the broad Hβ emission-line to driving
continuum variations in the best-studied AGN NGC 5548. For a particular choice of
BLR geometry, Hβ surface emissivity based on photoionization models, and using a
scaled version of the 13 yr optical continuum light curve as a proxy for the driving
ionizing continuum, we explore several key factors that determine the broad emission
line luminosity L, characteristic size RRW, and variability amplitude (i.e., responsivity)
η, as well as the interplay between them.
For fixed boundary models which extend as far as the hot-dust the predicted
delays for Hβ are on average too long. However, the predicted variability amplitude of
Hβ provides a remarkably good match to observations except during low continuum
states. We suggest that the continuum flux variations which drive the redistribution in
Hβ surface emissivity F (r) do not on their own lead to large enough changes in RRW
or ηeff . We thus investigate dust-bounded BLRs for which the location of the effective
outer boundary is modulated by the continuum level and the dust-sublimation and
dust-condensation timescales. We find that in order to match the observed variability
amplitude of broad Hβ in NGC 5548 a rather static outer boundary is preferred.
Intriguingly, we show that the most effective way of reducing the Hβ delay, while
preserving its responsivity and equivalent width, is to invoke a smaller value in the
incident ionizing photon flux ΦH for a given ionizing source–cloud radial distance r,
than is normally inferred from the observed UV continuum flux and typical models of
the continuum SED.
Key words: galaxies: active – galaxies: Seyfert – quasars: emission lines – methods:
numerical
1 INTRODUCTION
Time variable continuum and broad emission-line studies
(reverberation mapping) have demonstrated beyond doubt
that the broad emission line region (hereafter BLR) in Ac-
tive Galactic Nuclei (AGN) is both geometrically thick and
highly stratified, with strong gradients in density and/or
ionization state (e.g. Krolik et al. 1991; Clavel et al. 1991;
Peterson et al. 2002, and references therein). Observations
of multiple UV and optical broad emission-lines in individ-
ual sources and which span a range in ionization potential
indicate that the high ionization lines (HILs, e.g. N v, C iv,
⋆ E-mail: mg159@le.ac.uk
He ii) respond on the shortest timescales, while the low ion-
ization lines, e.g. Mg ii, Fe ii and optical/IR recombination
lines (Hα, Hβ, Hγ, Pa α) respond on longer timescales (e.g.,
Peterson et al. 2002; Barth et al. 2013). If the continuum–
emission-line delays relate simply to the separation between
the continuum and emission-line forming regions, then the
observed differences between the response timescales of indi-
vidual lines suggest that lines of differing ionization potential
preferentially form at different radial distances (implying a
spatially extended BLR), with the HILs forming closer to
the continuum source than the LILs.
More recently, dust reverberation studies place the dust
emission just beyond the furthest reaches of the BLR, with
delays somewhat larger than the largest delays measured for
the LILs (Suganuma et al. 2004, 2006; Koshida et al. 2009,
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2014; Schnu¨lle et al. 2013, 2015; Kishimoto et al. 2013). At
smaller radii, the intense radiation field may contribute to
cloud destruction (Mathews 1982), over-ionize the gas, or
the surviving clouds may become continuum sources in this
high pressure environment (Ferland and Rees 1988). Thus
a picture of the BLR is emerging in which the BLR gas is
bounded on its inner edge by continuum sources (i.e. the
inner accretion disc), while at large radii the extinction of
ionizing photons and the destruction of optically-thick emis-
sion lines by grains, causes the efficiency at which a particu-
lar emission-line forms to drop significantly (e.g. Netzer and
Laor 1993).
For NGC 5548, in order to match the observed luminosi-
ties of the strong UV lines, photoionization model computa-
tions indicate that its BLR spans ∼2 decades in radial extent
from ∼1–100 light-days (Korista and Goad 2000; Kaspi and
Netzer 1999).
While photoionization models alone can broadly con-
strain the radial extent of the BLR, information concern-
ing the spatial distribution and kinematics of the BLR
gas within the confines of these boundaries requires the
additional information supplied by reverberation mapping
of multiple broad emission-lines in individual sources. The
most recent emission-line velocity–delay maps indicate ev-
idence for inflow, outflow and circularised motion, often
with evidence for more than one type of motion in a sin-
gle source (Skielboe et al. 2015; Grier et al. 2013; Pancoast
et al. 2014b; Barth et al. 2011; Bentz et al. 2010; Denney
et al. 2009, 2010). The prevailing view is that gas motion is
generally virialised, a fact which has been usefully exploited
in conjunction with BLR ‘size’ estimates to determine black
hole masses for approaching nearly 60 nearby low luminosity
AGN (see Bentz and Katz 2015 for the most recent compila-
tion of reverberation mapped sources; Peterson et al. 2004,
and references therein; Bentz et al. 2008, 2009a,b; Pancoast
et al. 2012, 2014a, 2014b). However, the spatial distribution
of the BLR gas is far harder to fathom. The 1-d response
function Ψ′(τ ), the function which maps the continuum vari-
ations on to the emission-line variations, alone is degener-
ate, with disparate geometries yielding broadly similar 1-d
response functions (Welsh and Horne 1991; Pe´rez, Robinson
and de la Fuente 1992), and the recovered 2-d response func-
tions Ψ′(v, τ ) (or velocity–delay maps) are only now reach-
ing sufficient fidelity to provide useful constraints on the gas
distribution and kinematics (Grier et al. 2013; Pancoast et
al. 2012, 2014a, 2014b; Bentz et al. 2010).
In this work, we explore the role of the BLR outer
boundary in establishing an emission line’s luminosity, de-
lay (lag), and variability amplitude (responsivity) in the
presence of ionizing continuum variations, and identify the
strong connection between these three quantities. The most
up to date measurement of the size-luminosity relation for
broad Hβ in nearby AGN suggests a relation of the form
RBLR(Hβ) ∝ L
α
opt, with α ≈ 0.5 (Bentz et al. 2009; Bentz et
al. 2013; Kilerci Eser et al. 2015). This scaling is a naive
prediction of the simplest photoionization model calcula-
tions. The broad similarity between AGN spectra spanning a
wide range in continuum source luminosity suggests that the
physical conditions within the line-emitting gas are broadly
similar from one object to the next. In that case, the ioniza-
tion parameter U which relates the number of hydrogen ion-
izing photons QH to hydrogen gas number density nH and
ionizing continuum source–cloud separation r through the
relation U = QH/4πr
2nHc, then gives r ∝ (QH/UnH)
1/2.
1.1 The BLR in NGC 5548 from correlated
continuum–emission-line variability studies
UV spectroscopic monitoring of the best studied source, the
nearby Seyfert 1 galaxy NGC 5548, reveals that the HILs
undergo large amplitude short timescale variations. Indeed,
the 1-d response functions for the HILs (N v, C iv, He ii) are
temporally unresolved on the shortest timescales, peaking at
zero delay, and declining rapidly toward longer delays, with a
mean response timescale of only a few days (e.g. Krolik et al.
1991; Clavel et al. 1991; Korista et al. 1995). By contrast, the
amplitude of the response for the LILs (Mg ii, Fe ii) is much
weaker, and their mean response timescales both larger and
with large uncertainty (Clavel et al.1991; Maoz et al. 1993;
Vestergaard and Peterson 2005; Kuehn et al. 2008; Barth
et al. 2013). Furthermore, the C iii] inter-combination line,
a line which is collisionally de-excited at high gas densities,
also displays a smaller amplitude response and longer delays
than the HILs suggesting that densities generally decrease
toward larger BLR radii in this source. The amplitude and
response timescales for the broad optical recombination lines
are intermediate between those of the HILs and LILs (e.g
Peterson et al. 2002). For example, for broad Hβ the 1-d
response function recovered from the 13 yr ground-based
optical monitoring campaign on NGC 5548 is characterised
by an absence of response on both short and long timescales,
rising to a peak response on timescales of order 20 days,
with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of ≈ 10 days
(e.g. Horne, Welsh and Peterson 1991; Cackett and Horne
2006). See paper i for a more detailed description of the 13 yr
ground-based monitoring data on NGC 5548.
The simplest explanation for the differences in the mea-
sured delays for lines of differing ionization potential, is that
the BLR in NGC 5548 is spatially extended and highly strat-
ified, though the typical delays for the responding region
appear to imply a far more compact BLR than photoioniza-
tion models might suggest, and which remains a challenge in
terms of balancing the energy budget for the strongest UV
and optical recombination lines (Netzer 1985, Collin-. Souf-
frin 1986). The absence of significant response for broad Hβ
on the shortest timescales can be explained either by an ab-
sence of gas along the line of sight to the observer, implying
a significant departure from spherical symmetry, for exam-
ple a disc or bowl-like geometry, or by line of sight gas which
is very optically-thick in the line, in which case the emission-
line will emerge predominantly from the illuminated face of
the cloud1.
Ferland et al. (1992), O’Brien et al. (1994), and Korista
and Goad (2004) estimate that the fraction of Balmer line
photons emerging from the illuminated face of typical BLR
clouds lies in the range 80–100%. However, only a bowl-
shaped BLR geometry can simultaneously account for the
1 Dynamical modelling of reverberation mapping data taken for
the optical recombination lines in a small number of nearby
Seyfert 1 galaxies, indicates that the observed line emission for
broad Hβ emerges preferentially from the illuminated face of the
BLR clouds (e.g. Pancoast et al. 2014a).
c© 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–31
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absence of significant response in the line on both short and
long timescales (Goad, Korista and Ruff 2012). For a bowl-
shaped geometry, BLR gas is elevated above the disc mid-
plane and gives rise to smaller time-delays for a fixed radial
distance than would otherwise be expected for spherical or
flattened BLR geometries. In the limit where gas lies along
an iso-delay surface, the measured delay is independent of
cloud–ionizing continuum source distance. For NGC 5548,
a bowl-like model also has the significant advantage in that
it reconciles the measured distance to the hot dust, as esti-
mated from the delay between the optical and IR continuum
bands (τ ≈ 50 days, Suganuma et al. 2004) with photoion-
ization calculations, which predict a minimum distance of
≈ 100 light-days for grain survival.
1.2 Factors influencing the emission-line
responsivity
Goad and Korista (2014, hereafter paper i) investigated the
effect of geometric dilution on the amplitude of the emission-
line response (the line responsivity ηeff) and delay. Formally,
the line responsivity, is the power-law index which relates
the measured continuum and emission-line fluxes, fcont and
fline, via
fline ∝ f
ηeff
cont . (1)
ηeff is a measurable quantity, and is normally estimated after
first applying a small correction for the continuum–emission-
line delays (e.g. Pogge and Peterson 1992), with due al-
lowance for contaminating galaxy and narrow emission-line
contributions to the continuum and broad emission-lines re-
spectively.
The efficiency by which ionizing continuum photons are
converted into emission line photons, the emission line EW,
is related to the line responsivity according to
d logEW
d log fcont
= ηeff − 1 . (2)
The connection between the line responsivity and the line
EW is thus made clear. For ηeff = 1, theEW (line)=constant
with respect to the change in the incident continuum, and
thus the reprocessing efficiency for a particular line is inde-
pendent of (a finite change in) continuum level. Values of
ηeff < 1, indicate that the line reprocessing efficiency dimin-
ishes with increased continuum flux (an intrinsic Baldwin
effect for that line, e.g. Gilbert and Peterson 2003; Korista
and Goad 2004; Goad, Korista and Knigge 2004; Goad and
Korista 2014). While for ηeff > 1, the line reprocessing effi-
ciency increases with increasing continuum flux.
In paper i, Goad and Korista (2014) demonstrated that
an alternative estimate of ηeff can be made using only the
ratio of the variances of the line and continuum light-curves,
as was first suggested by Krolik et al. (1991), once again af-
ter first applying a suitable correction for the contaminating
galaxy and narrow-line components. Factors controlling the
measured emission-line responsivity ηeff include : (i) the lo-
cal gas reprocessing efficiency (Korista and Goad 2004, here-
after referred to as the local line responsivity η(r)), (ii) the
amplitude and characteristic timescale of the driving contin-
uum light-curve, (iii) the BLR geometry and observer line
of sight orientation, and (iv) the duration of the monitoring
experiment.
Previous studies indicated that the emission-line re-
sponse was only weakly affected by geometric dilution (e.g.
Gilbert and Peterson 2003). However, Goad and Korista
(2014) showed that for geometries approaching the size ex-
pected for NGC 5548, geometric dilution could in fact be
significant. In general the importance of geometric dilution
depends upon the characteristic timescale Tchar of the driv-
ing continuum light-curve in relation to the maximum delay
of a given emission-line τmax(line). τmax(line) is here defined
to be the maximum time-delay for a given emission line for
a particular geometry and observer line-of sight orientation.
For Tchar < τmax(line), the measured responsivity and delay,
directly correlate with Tchar.
To illustrate these effects, in paper i we modelled the
radial surface emissivity distribution for the line emitting
gas as a simple power-law in radius F (r) ∝ rγ , since under
these conditions the local radial line responsivity η(r) is con-
stant, both spatially and temporally (i.e. η(r) = −(γ/2) =
constant). Therefore, in this case the only factors which
can influence the measured line responsivity are the cam-
paign duration, amplitude and characteristic timescale of
the driving continuum light-curve for a particular choice of
BLR geometry and observer line-of-sight orientation. In all
cases broad emission-line light-curves were determined us-
ing a locally-linear response approximation for a stationary
BLR with fixed boundaries. Thus, the models explored in
paper i were by design constructed to be time-steady. As
such, the amplitude of the emission-line response and the
responsivity-weighted size of the BLR will remain constant
in time. Therefore, “breathing”, the observed positive corre-
lation between BLR size and continuum state (Korista and
Goad 2004; Goad, Korista and Knigge 2004; Cackett and
Horne 2006; Bentz et al. 2007; Kilerci Eser et al. 2015), was
not addressed.
Paper i also indicated that the measured emission-line
responsivity and delay for a fixed Tchar, show significant vari-
ation for BLRs differing only in their radial surface emissiv-
ity distribution and/or their spatial extent. Thus, if either
the local surface emissivity distribution and/or the loca-
tion of the BLR inner and outer boundaries were to vary
with continuum level, we would expect to find significant
changes in the measured responsivity and delay. For static
BLR boundaries changes in the measured responsivity and
delay require radial surface emissivity distributions that de-
part significantly from a simple power-law over the radial
extent of the BLR. Breathing requires the emission-line re-
sponsivity to generally increase toward lower incident ioniz-
ing continuum fluxes or equivalently larger BLR radii . This
ensures that the mean line formation radius will drop in low
continuum states and rise in high continuum states as is ob-
served. This requirement may be relaxed, if instead the BLR
boundaries are allowed to adjust with continuum level, mov-
ing outwards/inwards as the continuum rises/falls (though
not necessarily in lock-step). In practice, it may be that
both are required to match the observed behaviour of the
emission-lines in response to continuum variations.
Investigating the redistribution of the emission-line en-
ergy within the BLR, in the presence of incident continuum
flux variations is the subject of the following contribution.
In the context of model BLRs with both static and varying
c© 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–31
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boundaries (for a particular geometry and observer orienta-
tion), we here explore the nature of the broad emission-line
response, its amplitude and delay, assuming a full non-linear
response in the lines, and using radial surface emissivity dis-
tributions for the Hβ emission line determined from pho-
toionization calculations. As we show in §2, these indicate
significant departures from a simple powerlaw radial surface
emissivity distribution over the radial extent of the fiducial
BLR geometry. We compare model predictions to the 13-
year light curve for broad Hβ in NGC 5548 (Peterson et
al. 2002) to elucidate the physical factors that determine
a particular emission line’s average luminosity, its response
delay (‘lag’) and amplitude (‘responsivity’) – as well as the
relationship between these three quantities.
This paper is structured as follows: In §2 we describe the
fiducial BLR geometry for NGC 5548, onto which we project
a Locally Optimally-emitting Clouds (hereafter LOC) model
description for the radial surface emissivity distribution
F (r), constructed from photoionization calculations which
use a continuum normalisation appropriate for this source.
In §3 we drive the fiducial model as well as representa-
tive powerlaw models for the radial surface emissivity dis-
tribution, to produce broad H(β) emission-line light curves
which we compare to the broad H(β) emission-line lightcurve
as observed over 13 years of ground-based monitoring of
NGC 5548. In §4 we examine the link between the emission
line luminosity, emission line responsivity and emission-line
delay, highlighting those physical affects which when present
can act to enhance the Hβ luminosity and response ampli-
tude at small BLR radii. In §5 we use simple toy models
of a dust-bounded BLR to explore the nature of the BLR
outer boundary, and its effect on the emission-line response
amplitude and delay. In §6 we demonstrate the implications
(in terms of the measured response amplitude and delay) for
a dust-bounded BLR model for NGC 5548. We discuss and
summarise the results in §7.
For the purposes of computing continuum and emis-
sion line luminosities and determining physical radial scales
within the BLR, we adopt the redshift of NGC 5548,
z=0.0172, and the following cosmological parameters: H0 =
67.3 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.315, ΩΛ = 0.685, with a cor-
responding luminosity distance to NGC 5548 of 77.6 Mpc
(Ade et al. 2014).
2 A FIDUCIAL BLR MODEL
The fiducial BLR geometry has been described in detail else-
where (e.g. Goad, Korista, and Ruff 2012; Goad and Korista
2014). This geometry was introduced as a means of connect-
ing the outer accretion disc with the reservoir of gas that
likely fuels the continuum source (i.e. the dusty torus). By
introducing significant scale-height at large BLR radii (see
also Collin et al. 2006) this geometry can reconcile the small
dust-delays reported for NGC 5548 (Suganuma et al. 2004,
2006; Koshida et al. 2014), with the larger predicted dis-
tance at which robust graphite grains sublimate (Mor and
Netzer 2012). In summary, the broad line-emitting gas oc-
cupies the surface of an approximately bowl-shaped region
characterised in terms of a radially dependent scale height
H , according to
H = β(rx)
α , (3)
where rx is the projected radial distance along the plane
perpendicular to an observers line of sight (i.e. rx = r sinφ,
r is the cloud source distance, φ is the angle between the
polar axis and the surface of the bowl), and α, β control the
rate at which H increases with r, φ.2 We choose a velocity
field of the form
v2kep = K
r2x
(r2x + β2r2αx )3/2
, (4)
where vkep is the local Keplerian velocity and K = GMBH,
where MBH is the mass of the black hole. In the limiting
case of a geometrically thin disc, (i.e. β = 0), the velocity
field reduces to that expected for simple planar Keplerian
orbits. Significant radial motion, e.g., bulk radial motion or
scale height dependent turbulence (Collin et al. 2006), may
be included by introducing an azimuthal perturbation to
the velocity field (see e.g. Goad, Korista and Ruff (2012),
their equation 4.) We adopt α = 2 and a time-delay at the
outer radius τ (r = Rout) = (r − H)/c = 50 days, chosen
to match the dust-delay reported for the Seyfert 1 galaxy
NGC 5548 (Suganuma et al. 2004, 2006; Koshida et al.
2014), yielding β = 1/150. We assume a black hole mass of
108M⊙, similar to the best-estimate of MBH for this source
derived from reverberation mapping experiments (Peterson
and Wandel 2000). For the continuum normalisation appro-
priate for NGC 5548 the fiducial BLR geometry spans a
radial distance of between 1.14–100 light-days. Here we set
the BLR inner radius to 200 gravitational radii. However,
differences of a factor a few in Rin, arising from differences
in the adopted value of MBH can be tolerated because in
general (i) the radial surface emissivity distribution F (r)
decreases at the smallest BLR radii for most lines, and (ii)
the surface area of BLR clouds at small BLR radii is small.
Taken together the contribution to the total line emission
of gas located at small BLR radii is small (see §5.1). The
BLR outer radius is here set by the distance at which ro-
bust graphite grains can survive. For the bowl inclination,
we adopt i = 30 degrees, close to the value reported for
NGC 5548 by Pancoast et al. (2014b), a value considered to
be typical of the expected inclination of type i objects.
2.1 Radial surface emissivity distributions
In paper i we adopted simple power-law radial surface emis-
sivity distributions F (r) ∝ rγ , with power-law indices γ cho-
sen to broadly match the range predicted by photoionization
model calculations (−2 6 γ 6 −1). Under these conditions,
the radial emission-line responsivity η(r) is constant both
spatially and temporally η(r) = −(γ/2) = constant (we as-
sume here, and throughout, that the incident ionizing con-
tinuum flux scales as r−2). In this contribution we use the
2 The bowl-shaped surface is a zeroth order approximation of
a BLR geometry in which the scale height is significant and in-
creases with increasing radial distance. We do not exclude the
possibility that line emitting gas exists “behind” the bowl sur-
face (which may itself be patchy) at large physical depths, and
which sees an extinguished ionizing continuum. The subsequent
escape of such lines will depend upon the cloud distribution.
c© 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–31
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Figure 1a. Contours of predicted log(EW) for broad Hβ ref-
erenced to the incident continuum flux at λ1215A˚ for full
source coverage at each point in the grid, as a function of gas
hydrogen density nH and hydrogen-ionizing photon flux ΦH.
The total hydrogen column density for each cloud in the grid is
logNH(cm
−2)= 23. The smallest contour corresponds to 0.1A˚ ,
each solid line represents 1 decade, and dotted lines represent 0.2
dex intervals. Contours of log(EW ) < −1 are not plotted (upper
left quadrant). The solid star marks the old ”standard BLR”
parameters, the solid triangle the peak EW. The dot-dashed red
lines indicate the range in logUc ≡ log(ΦH/nH) (diagonal lines)
and lognH (vertical lines) used to compute the radial surface
emissivity distribution (Figure 1b, upper panel).
radial surface emissivity distributions for individual lines as
described in Goad, Korista and Ruff (2012).
In brief, we computed a grid of photoionization mod-
els assuming simple constant density slabs of gas with fixed
constant total hydrogen column density logNH(cm
−2)= 23,
solar abundances, and each with a direct view of the ionizing
continuum source. Unless otherwise stated, here photoion-
ization model calculations were performed with Cloudy, ver-
sion C08.00 (Ferland, Korista and Verner 1997; Ferland et
al. 1998), adopting a modified version of the Matthews and
Ferland (1987) generic AGN continuum spectral energy dis-
tribution (see Goad, Korista, and Ruff 2012 for details).
We note that while this incident continuum SED is likely
softer (smaller X-ray/UV power ratio) than is expected in
NGC 5548, these differences have relatively small effects on
the predicted hydrogen line spectrum (Korista et al. 1997).
Here, the incident continuum has been scaled to match
an estimate for the mean ionizing continuum luminosity of
NGC 5548, logLion (erg s
−1)=44.14, based on the Galac-
tic extinction corrected mean UV flux at 1350A˚ measured
during the 1993 HST monitoring campaign (Korista et al.
1995) 3. For the adopted ionizing continuum shape and nor-
3 In this grid of photoionization models, the maximum principal
quantum number, n, with angular momentum resolved levels was
increased above its default value in the model atoms of H i, He i,
Figure 1b. Upper panel – an LOC model prediction of the
radial surface emissivity distribution F (r) for broad Hβ (solid
black line, see text for details). For purposes of comparison,
the dashed black line indicates a power-law radial surface
emissivity distribution F (r) ∝ rγ , with γ = −1.0, for which
η(r) = −(γ/2) = 0.5 ∀r. This power-law radial emissivity
distribution is tangent to the F (r) distribution for broad Hβ at
a distance of ≈ 30 light-days. Lower panel – the corresponding
radial responsivity distributions. The local responsivity for broad
Hβ is smaller than η(r) = 0.5 for BLR radii < 30 light-days,
and larger than η(r) = 0.5 for radii > 30 light-days. The
dotted vertical lines indicate the location of the inner and outer
boundaries of the fiducial BLR.
malisation, a hydrogen ionizing photon flux log ΦH (pho-
ton cm−2 s−1) = 20.0 corresponds to a continuum source
distance of R = 15(DL/77.6 Mpc) light-days. The full grid
spans seven decades in gas hydrogen number density nH and
hydrogen ionizing photon flux ΦH, 7 < log nH (cm
−3) < 14,
and 17 < log ΦH (cm
−2 s−1) < 24, stepped in 0.25 decade
intervals in each dimension (see e.g. Korista et al. 1997).
Figure 1a indicates the logarithm of the equivalent
width (EW) of Hβ (hereafter EW(Hβ)) referenced to the
incident continuum flux at λ1215A˚ , as functions of log nH
and logΦH. Solid lines represent a decade in EW starting
from log(EW ) = −1 at the upper left to log(EW ) = 2 at
the lower right. The dotted lines indicate 0.2 dex intervals.
and He ii: to n=18, 15, and 15, respectively. Those levels above
were l-averaged. This was done to utilise the improved accuracy of
the more sophisticated model atoms appearing in Cloudy version
C08. We caution that the default model atoms are unlikely to pre-
dict accurate H, He spectra from photoionized gas with physical
conditions expected in the BLR.
c© 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–31
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For reference, the old ‘standard BLR’ parameters (David-
son and Netzer 1979) are marked by the solid star, while
the peak EW for this emission line is marked by the solid
triangle. The red (dot-dashed) lines indicate the boundaries
in logUc (diagonal lines) and log nH (vertical lines) used
when calculating the radial surface emissivity distribution
for broad Hβ (Figure 1b, upper panel), described below.
The upper bound in logUc ≈ 12 is representative of con-
ditions at which clouds become thermally unstable, and so
unlikely to exist stably. We also imagine that the total pres-
sure in the environment depends on the depth within the
gravitational potential well of the supermassive black hole,
and thus we’ve also set a lower bound in logUc. See Korista
and Goad (2000, 2004).
The line EW is a measure of the efficiency by which
ionizing continuum photons are converted into emission line
photons. The rapid decline in the line EW(Hβ) near the di-
agonal line log ΦH ≈ log nH+10.7 is due to the hydrogen in
the fixed column density slabs becoming fully ionized. Gas
near the Compton temperature can be found in the upper
left corner of Figure 1a, and the contours of these insignifi-
cant EWs are not plotted for clarity. For Hβ as for the other
hydrogen and helium optical recombination lines the EW in-
creases with increasing density, a consequence of increasing
contributions from collisional excitation (Ferland and Net-
zer 1979). The general decline in EW(Hβ) in the direction
of increasing incident ionizing photon flux for log ΦH (pho-
tons s−1 cm−2) > 18 is a consequence of increasing line
optical depth in this direction, and then eventually increas-
ing photoionizations from excited states. This steady decline
in EW(Hβ) with increasing incident ionizing photon fluxes,
noted above, indicates clouds with responsivities η < 1 (see
equation 2), for this emission line. Where the EW contours
are sparse or well-separated with respect to changes in the
incident ionizing photon flux, the line EW≈ constant, and
thus these clouds have responsivities η ≈ 1. Increasing val-
ues in EW with respect to increasing values in incident ion-
izing photon flux indicate clouds with responsivities η > 1.
This is predicted in Hβ at only the smallest incident ionizing
continuum fluxes (see Figure 1a).
Average radial surface emissivity distributions for in-
dividual lines are generated by summing over the gas den-
sity distribution (8 < log nH (cm
−3) < 12) and logUc =
log ΦH − log nH, as described in Korista and Goad (2000).
We use the standard LOC gas density distribution weight-
ing function g(nH) ∝ n
−1
H described in Korista and Goad
(2000; see also Baldwin et al. 1995; Bottorff et al. 2002),
and which roughly matches the gas density distribution of
fragmenting BLR clouds resulting from magnetohydrody-
namic instabilities (Krause et al. 2012). The chosen ranges
in log nH , logUc, as indicated by the red dashed-lines in
Figure 1a, are nearly identical to those adopted in Korista
and Goad (2000, 2001, 2004). In order to investigate the
continuum-driven variability of broad Hβ, we compute the
radial surface emissivity distribution with respect to inci-
dent photon fluxes well below that required to sublimate
robust graphite grains at the incident face of the cloud, and
likewise well inside the fiducial inner radius of the BLR. As
in previous work, we assume an open geometry. That is, we
do not address the effect of cloud–cloud shadowing of the
incident continuum photons nor the partially transmitted
and diffuse continuum and emission line photons, nor their
interaction with the rest of the cloud population on their
passage through the BLR.
The model radial surface emissivity distribution F (r)
for Hβ is shown in Figure 1b (upper panel, solid black line).
Also shown is the corresponding radial responsivity distribu-
tion (lower panel, solid black line). Over the radial extent of
the fiducial BLR geometry (indicated by the vertical dashed
lines), F (r) may be approximated by a broken power-law
with slope γ ≈ −0.7 for r < 25 light-days, breaking to a
steeper slope, γ > −2 for larger radii. This corresponds to a
range in radial responsivity η(r) of 0.35 < η(r) < 1.0 for this
line. The effective responsivity for a particular BLR geome-
try can be determined using a weighted average of the radi-
ally dependent responsivities of individual clouds and will,
in the absence of significant geometric dilution and window-
ing effects, lie somewhere within this range. Significantly,
this range in η(r) values is similar to the range in measured
responsivity 0.4 < ηeff < 1.0 for this line obtained from
an analysis of each of the 13 seasons of monitoring data for
NGC 5548 (Goad et al. 2004), though the latter is referenced
to the optical continuum and not the UV continuum varia-
tions. The dashed lines in Figure 1b represent a power-law
radial surface emissivity distribution F (r), with power-law
index γ = −1 (upper panel), which equates to a radial re-
sponsivity distribution η(r) = −(γ/2) = 0.5 (lower panel)
and is for comparison purposes only.
2.2 The driving continuum light-curve
To model the broad emission-line variations in NGC 5548
we first require an appropriate driving ionizing continuum
light-curve. Here we generate what we refer to as a ”mock”
ionizing continuum light-curve for NGC 5548 using as a tem-
plate the host-galaxy subtracted variable optical continuum
light-curve from the 13+ years of ground-based monitoring
of NGC 5548 by the AGN Watch collaboration (Peterson et
al. 2002; Peterson et al. 2013). To remove the non-variable
host galaxy contribution to the optical continuum, we use
the updated value from Bentz et al. 2006, derived from HST
images and scaled to the appropriate ground-based aper-
ture, and which is approximately 10% larger (3.75 c.f. 3.37
×10−15 erg cm−2 s−1A˚−1) than that used by Romanishin et
al. 1995. We then scale the galaxy subtracted optical con-
tinuum according to the best estimate of the measured re-
lationship between the UV continuum and optical contin-
uum variability ( Fλ5100 ∝ F
β
λ1350 ), with β = 0.84 ± 0.05
(Bentz et al. 2007) thereby generating a proxy for the driv-
ing ionizing continuum light-curve for this source4. While
modifying the optical continuum in this way provides a rea-
sonable approximation to the amplitude of the UV and so
presumably the ionizing continuum variations, it does not
4 Upon completion of this work we discovered that the quoted
value of β had not been corrected for extinction within our
Galaxy (Bentz 2014, private communication). The de-reddened
value of β ≈ 0.75 results in a 20% increase in the continuum fluc-
tuation amplitude. Significantly, when combined with the mea-
sured relation between Hβ delay and optical continuum lumi-
nosity τ(Hβ) ∝ L0.66±0.13opt , the size–luminosity relation becomes
rBLR ∝ L
0.495
uv in line with photoionization model predictions. We
note that this does not substantially alter the findings presented
in this work.
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reflect the true characteristic timescale of the UV contin-
uum, since the optical continuum is generated at larger and
over a broader range in disc radii than the UV continuum.
As the designated driver, this continuum is by definition
at zero delay with respect to longer wavelength continuum
variations and broad emission-line variations. Additionally,
as reported in Korista and Goad (2001), the optical con-
tinuum is contaminated by a more slowly varying diffuse
continuum component arising from BLR clouds and which
may represent as much as 20% of the optical continuum flux
at 5100A˚ for NGC 5548. Finally, the limited studies avail-
able for the EUV continuum in this source suggests that the
variable ionizing EUV continuum displays even larger am-
plitude variability (Marshall et al. 1997; Chiang et al. 2000)
than that used here.
This light-curve is then re-sampled onto a regular 1-
day grid by interpolating between bracketing points with
uncertainties estimated using a structure function analysis
(see e.g. Goad, Korista and Knigge 2004; Goad and Korista
2014, paper i). Using the mock ionizing continuum we drive
the fiducial BLR geometry for a single broad emission-line
Hβ, allowing us to compare model emission-line variations
with the most extensively studied broad emission-line for
which the best possible data is available.
3 SIMULATIONS
3.1 Reverberation mapping : Forward modelling
Successful forward models of the broad emission-line region
must not only match the observed emission-line variations
(amplitude and delay) about their mean level, but in addi-
tion, should also satisfy the necessary energy requirements
for that line (Korista and Goad 2000; Kaspi and Netzer
1999; Horne, Korista and Goad 2003). While it is not the in-
tent of this work to model the broad emission lines and their
variability in NGC 5548 in detail, we have checked that the
fiducial model geometry (integrated out to 100 light days)
and LOC model emissivities predict a sum in the luminosi-
ties of Lyα λ 1216 A˚ and C iv λ 1549A˚ that match the aver-
age value from the 1993 HST monitoring campaign (Korista
et al. 1995; Korista and Goad 2000).
3.2 The importance of F(r) to the emission line
response
First, we investigate how differences in the radial surface
emissivity distribution impact upon the model emission-line
light-curves. We generate emission-line light-curves using
power-law radial surface emissivity distributions (F (r) ∝
rγ), and power-law indices γ = −2 and γ = −1, equivalent
to radial responsivity distributions of η(r) = 1.0 and 0.5 ∀r
respectively, and a physically motivated model for the ra-
dial surface emissivity distribution for broad Hβ (Figure 1b,
upper panel) constructed for an LOC model of the BLR in
NGC 5548, and for which 0.35 < η(r) < 1.0. These we com-
pare with the observed 13 yr Hβ emission-line light-curve
for NGC 5548. For the power-law radial surface emissiv-
ity distributions we assume isotropic line emission. For the
physically motivated model, we adopt a line radiation pat-
tern that approximates the phases of the moon (e.g. O’Brien,
Goad and Gondhalekar 1994), with the inward fraction equal
to 80% of the total (e.g. Ferland et al. 1992; O’Brien, Goad,
and Gondhalekar 1994). For a bowl-shaped geometry, dif-
ferences in the adopted form of the emission-line anisotropy
have little effect on the amplitude of the emission-line re-
sponse (Goad and Korista 2014, their figure 17), and have
a similarly small effect on the emission-line delays, for the
range in line-of-sight inclination expected for type 1 AGN.
Model emission-line light-curves are generated by driv-
ing the fiducial BLR model with our mock ionizing contin-
uum, assuming a fully non-linear response in the line5 for a
BLR with fixed inner and outer boundaries.
The results of this study are shown in Figure 2. The
mock driving ionizing continuum light-curve (black points)
and the narrow emission-line subtracted broad Hβ light-
curve (red points) as determined using the latest values for
the variable narrow emission-line contribution in this source
(Peterson et al. 2013) are shown in panel (i). Here and else-
where, the continuum and emission-line light-curves have
been plotted after first normalising to their respective mean
values, as calculated from epoch 100 onwards6. This is suffi-
cient to allow the whole of the fiducial BLR to respond. For
the fiducial bowl-shaped model, the maximum delay at the
outer radius of 100 light-days when viewed face-on is only
50 days because gas at larger BLR radii is elevated relative
to the mid-plane of a face-on disc and thus lies closer to
the observer line of sight (i.e., the bowl has a radially de-
pendent scale height, see equation 3). When viewed at an
inclination of 30 degrees, the maximum delay at the outer
radius increases to 100 days (see also Figures 1, 4 of Goad,
Korista and Ruff (2012)). In order to make a quantitative
comparison, we first add noise to each of the model emission-
line light-curves, by adding a random Gaussian deviate to
each point, with dispersion σ equal to 1% of the flux, and
assigning an error bar in a similar fashion. We then com-
pute the continuum–emission-line cross-correlation function
(hereafter, CCF), from which we measure the peak delay (or
lag) and the centroid (equivalent to the luminosity-weighted
radius of the BLR). CCFs are constructed using the imple-
mentation championed by Gaskell and Peterson (1987), in-
terpolating on both light-curves. The CCF centroid is mea-
sured over the range in delays for which the cross-correlation
coefficient exceeds a 0.8 of its peak value. In addition, we
measure the average emission-line responsivity for the full
13 yr light-curve using the ratio d logFline/d logFcont after
first correcting for the mean continuum–emission-line delay
5 In practice, we calculate the local radial surface emissivity dis-
tribution η(r) at the current epoch from the steady-state radial
surface emissivity curve F (r) for that line but shifted according
to the continuum level at that epoch (i.e. η(r) = η(r, L(t))). The
emission-line light-curve is then determined by summing over the
radial surface emissivity distributions (at each epoch), scaled ac-
cording to the radial covering fraction dependence, and with an
appropriate correction for the light-crossing time from the con-
tinuum source to the line-emitting region.
6 We could have instead normalised the model emission-line light-
curves to their respective steady-state values, and compared these
to the observed continuum and emission-line light-curves aver-
aged over the full 13 yr campaign. We have verified that these
differences in the normalisation affect the light-curves shown here
at less than the few percent level.
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(see Goad, Korista and Knigge (2004), for details). The de-
lays and responsivities reported in Table 2 for these and all
other observed and simulated light-curves have been mea-
sured relative to the mock driving ionizing continuum.
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data
model
Figure 2. Panel (i) – the mock ionizing continuum flux light-curve (black points) and updated narrow-line subtracted broad Hβ flux
light-curve (red points). Panels 2 and 3 – the observed broad Hβ flux light-curve (red points) together with model emission-line flux
light-curves (solid blue lines) for power-law radial surface emissivity distributions F (r) ∝ rγ , with γ = −2, panel (ii), and γ = −1, panel
(iii). Panel (iv) – the observed broad Hβ flux light-curve (red points), together with the model emission-line flux light-curve, assuming
a radial surface emissivity distribution from the fiducial LOC model. All light curves have their mean values calculated from day 100
onwards normalised to 1.
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Figure 2 panels (i)–(iii) illustrate a number of key
points. The measured delay (CCF centroid, lag) and time-
averaged responsivity < ηeff > for Hβ for the full 13 yr
ground-based observing campaign of NGC 5548 relative to
the mock ionizing continuum are 35.6± 1.7 days (CCF cen-
troid), lag 17.3 ± 1.4 days (CCF peak) and < ηeff >= 0.55
(panel (i)). These values are to be compared with measured
delays of 18.2 ± 1.5 days and 36.6 ± 1.2 days (CCF cen-
troid), 10.0± 0.5 days and 25.8± 3.7 days (CCF Peak) and
measured responsivities < ηeff >≈ 0.97 and ≈ 0.46 for light-
curves generated using power-law radial surface emissivities
with power-law indices γ = −2 (panel (ii)) and γ = −1
(panel (iii)) respectively.
Power-law radial surface emissivity distributions have
by construction η(r) = constant; both spatially and tem-
porally, and consequently the responsivity-weighted radius
RRW is independent of continuum level, i.e., these mod-
els cannot breathe. These models also show little evidence
for geometric dilution (on average) of the emission line re-
sponse. That is, the measured time-averaged responsivities
< ηeff >= 0.97 and 0.46, are 97% and 92% of their expected
values, while the delays determined from the centroid of the
CCF are close in value to the responsivity-weighted radii
(RRW). This is to be compared with the significant geomet-
ric dilution (≈ 20%) exhibited by the same geometry when
viewed face-on (for which geometric dilution is minimised)
for the same power-law radial surface emissivity distribu-
tions driven by fake continuum light curves with character-
istic variability timescale Tchar = 40 days (e.g., Figure 14,
Goad and Korista 2014, paper i). We infer from this that
the mock ionizing continuum variability light curve we’ve
adopted here to drive our models has a Tchar substantially
longer than 40 days. Whether this is the case or not in
NGC 5548 is unclear, since while the model continuum light
curve likely has a more realistic variability amplitude, it re-
mains in essence a time-blurred version of the true driving
continuum (§2.2).
The second point of note is that while a steep radial sur-
face emissivity distribution (F (r) ∝ r−2) is a better match
to the observed emission-line variations at the start of the 13
yr campaign (panel (ii), epochs 0–1200), it displays variabil-
ity over and above that which is observed at later times (e.g.,
epochs 2000 onwards). We note that even at the start of
the campaign, the variability amplitude is too large for this
model, and the delay too small on average when compared
to the observations, suggesting that the power-law index for
F (r) is flatter than −2, so that η(r) is in general less than
1. Figure 2 panel (iii) suggests that a shallower radial sur-
face emissivity distribution provides a better match to the
observed broad Hβ variations during high continuum states
(e.g. epochs 2000–4000), but is generally a poorer match
during low-continuum states (≈ 400–1400). That the ob-
served Hβ emission line behaviour appears to fall between
these bounds in responsivity (0.5–1.0) is likely a manifesta-
tion of the luminosity-dependent behaviour of the emission
line responsivity (Korista and Goad 2004).
We emphasise that no attempt is made to fit the data.
Rather, the models we present serve to highlight the ob-
served behaviour of the emission-line light-curves about
their respective mean levels, and to illustrate the key physics
important in determining not only the emission-line lumi-
nosity, but also its response amplitude and delay, for a par-
ticular choice of BLR geometry7. Since a steeper radial sur-
face emissivity distribution appears a better match to the
observed variability behaviour of broad Hβ at early times,
then in the context of our chosen BLR geometry, this sug-
gests that at the start of the campaign the BLR is both
more compact (which for a given geometry implies a smaller
responsivity-weighted radius, and not necessarily a smaller
BLR) and locally has a larger responsivity. Conversely, dur-
ing the middle and latter parts of the 13 yr campaign,
Hβ shows a weaker amplitude response, due to a smaller
local emission-line responsivity and increased responsivity-
weighted radius. During the latter half of the campaign the
continuum level is larger than at the start of the campaign.
Thus the response amplitude in Hβ appears to be anti-
correlated with continuum level – a behaviour identified in
greater detail by Goad, Korista and Knigge (2004), and in
qualitative agreement with the predictions of photoioniza-
tion models (Korista and Goad 2004).
3.3 A physical model for F (r)
As noted by Korista and Goad (2000, 2004), Goad, Korista
and Ruff (2012), and Goad and Korista (2014), the radial
surface emissivity distributions of the broad emission lines
are in general a poor approximation to a simple powerlaw.
This has the important consequence that even for a BLR
with static inner and outer boundaries, the BLR may still
breathe (e.g. Goad and Korista 2014). In Figure 2 panel (iv),
we show the model Hβ emission-line light-curve generated
using the radial surface emissivity distribution F (r) from
Figure 1b (upper panel), generated for the fiducial LOC
model of NGC 5548. When compared to power-law radial
surface emissivity distributions, this model exhibits a num-
ber of promising characteristics.
First, the fiducial model’s responsivity averaged over
the full 13 yr campaign, < ηeff >= 0.51 (panel (iv) of
Figure 2), is a good approximation to the measured time-
averaged value for this line < ηeff >= 0.55 when referenced
to our mock ionizing continuum. Since geometric dilution is
small for the adopted driving continuum and BLR geome-
try (§3.2), then this radial responsivity for broad Hβ deter-
mined from a physically motivated model provides a better
match to the time-averaged responsivity of this line com-
pared to those predicted by simple power-law description of
F (r) (panels (ii) and (iii) of Figure 2, §3.2)
Second, for a radial surface emissivity distribution F (r)
7 Currently, dynamical models of the BLR (Pancoast et al. 2012,
2014a,b) do not account for the spatially and time-variable re-
sponsivity of the line-emitting gas, assuming instead a constant
value for η(r, t) = 1 (i.e., a strictly linear response). These mod-
els also do not predict the emission line power from the model
geometry. It seems unavoidable, however, that the inferred sys-
tem geometry, emission line luminosity, emission line responsivity
and delay are inextricably tied together (and supported by the
well known BLR radius–luminosity relation, RBLR ∝ L
1/2
UV
). The
present work reinforces the importance of incorporating the phys-
ical properties of the line-emitting gas into those forward mod-
elling techniques employed to recover the spatial distribution and
kinematics of the line-emitting gas from reverberation mapping
data.
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that deviates significantly from a simple power-law (Fig-
ure 1b, upper panel, solid line versus dashed line), the
responsivity-weighted radius RRW and measured line respon-
sivity ηeff will vary with continuum level . Since F (r) steep-
ens at larger BLR radii (i.e., towards lower ionizing contin-
uum fluxes, Figure 1b, upper panel), the effective responsiv-
ity ηeff will increase during low continuum states (Figure 1b,
lower panel), due to the larger on average emission-line re-
sponsivity and smaller responsivity-weighted radii.
Thus a physically motivated description of the radial
surface emissivity distribution for broad Hβ produces a BLR
model which not only breathes, but does so in the correct
sense: in low continuum states the BLR responds on shorter
timescales and with larger amplitude than in high contin-
uum states, as is observed (Goad, Korista and Knigge 2004).
However, while the responsivity weighted radius correlates
with continuum flux, its range is rather modest 35.9 < RRW
(light-days)< 42.7. Similarly, if we divide the continuum and
emission-line light-curves shown in panel (iv) into contigu-
ous segments, each spanning ≈ 1000 days, ηeff is found to
vary from 0.47 < ηeff < 0.75 and importantly anti-correlates
with continuum level. Both behaviours are clear signatures
of breathing (see Gilbert and Peterson 2003; Goad, Korista
and Knigge 2004; Cackett and Horne 2006; Kilerci Eser et
al. 2015).
However, the fiducial LOC model does not match the
deep excursions exhibited by broad Hβ during low contin-
uum states (e.g. epochs 1200, 4200), nor in detail the short
timescale variations. This largely arises because the fiducial
BLR is too large, with a measured delay of 43.5 ± 1.4 d
(CCF centroid), 38.9 ± 2.1 d (CCF peak), ≈ 20% larger
(CCF centroid) than that measured for the 13 yr campaign
when referenced to our mock driving ionizing continuum.
Thus while this model BLR can breathe, and provides a
reasonable match to the observed emission-line variations
during high continuum states (e.g. epochs 1500–4000), it
is still too large on average and responds too weakly dur-
ing low-continuum states, i.e., within the confines of the
BLR boundaries, the adjustments in the local radial surface
emissivity in response to continuum variations are not large
enough to significantly modify the mean response timescale
and amplitude of response in the line. Additionally, the fidu-
cial LOC model and BLR geometry predicts a mean lumi-
nosity logL(Hβ) (erg s−1) = 41.497, ≈ a factor 2 smaller
than the measured 13 yr time-averaged, narrow-line sub-
tracted luminosity for broad Hβ, once corrected for Milky
Way extinction, logL(Hβ) (erg s−1) = 41.756 (see Table 1).
In paper i we showed that the measured emission-line
response amplitude and delay, for a particular choice of ge-
ometry, depend upon (i) the local responsivity in the line-
emitting gas, (ii) the monitoring campaign duration and
(less so) sampling rate, and (iii) the amplitude and char-
acteristic timescale Tchar of the driving ionizing continuum
relative to the maximum delay τmax at the BLR outer ra-
dius for a range of plausible geometries given observer line
of sight orientation. In the next section we explore the con-
nections between the emission-line luminosity, responsivity,
and delay to continuum variations, as well as effects which
alter these key quantities without altering the underlying
BLR geometry.
4 THE LINK BETWEEN EMISSION-LINE
LUMINOSITY, CHARACTERISTIC SIZE
AND RESPONSIVITY
For an assumed BLR geometry, the emission-line luminosity
is determined by integrating over the radial surface emissiv-
ity distribution F (r), weighted according to the BLR cloud
distribution and covering fraction. Differences in F (r) for the
same geometry will alter : the integrated emission-line lumi-
nosity (the energy of the system), the measured continuum–
emission-line delays, and the effective emission-line respon-
sivity. For example, if we consider the power-law radial sur-
face emissivity distributions, illustrated in Figure 2, panels
(ii) and (iii), a steeper F (r) (i.e. γ more negative) results
in a smaller emission-line luminosity (assuming that F (r)
is normalised to the same value at the BLR inner radius),
smaller delays and characteristic sizes, and a larger respon-
sivity. Thus, these quantities can not be treated in isolation
but are instead inextricably tied together. Indeed all of these
quantities are contained within the continuum–emission-line
transfer function Ψ(τ ) (Blandford and McKee 1982), the
function which maps the continuum light-curve on to the
integrated emission-line light-curve.
We note that the transfer function Ψ(τ ) and the re-
sponse function Ψ′(τ ) have often been used interchangeably
in the literature and as a consequence have been a source
of much confusion. However, they are not the same. Here
we distinguish between the emission-line transfer function
Ψ(τ ), which contains the total light from the BLR, and the
emission-line response function Ψ′(τ ), which deals with only
the variable part of the line emission. The latter is recovered
from a linearised version of the transfer equation, where con-
stant (or slowly varying) components from both the line and
continuum are confined to the background; i.e. Ψ′(τ ) repre-
sents the partial derivative of the line with respect to contin-
uum variations. Weakly responding gas present in the BLR
will contribute to the total light in a particular emission line,
but less so to its variable light, and so may not be recov-
ered in the response function. Using this distinction, transfer
functions and response functions will generally not look the
same (they do have the same shape for a powerlaw emissiv-
ity distribution because in this case the line responsivity is
constant everywhere).
While a different geometrical configuration for the BLR
gas could act to enhance the emission-line responsivity, by
reducing the delays and thereby increasing the coherence of
the emission-line response, in the absence of geometric dilu-
tion, it is the line responsivity that determines the amplitude
of the emission-line response to continuum variations. Fur-
thermore, one cannot simply change the geometry, without
affecting: (i) the measured continuum–emission-line delays,
(ii) the amplitude of the emission-line response (the respon-
sivity) and (iii) importantly the luminosity for a particular
line. Attention to the geometry has mostly focused on the
emission-line delays (or lags), yet all three are intimately
connected.
We illustrate these connections with two examples.
First, reducing the BLR outer boundary incurs a significant
penalty in terms of the total emitted power of a particu-
lar line, due to the significant loss in surface area which
would otherwise be available at large BLR radii (e.g. com-
pare the fiducial model in Table 1 with the truncated model
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in which Rout is set to 50 light-days). This statement holds
for any BLR geometry in which the covering fraction de-
pendence is not a steep function of radius. This is especially
relevant to the hydrogen recombination lines, which tend to
be more emissive as well as more responsive at large BLR
radii. Thus to accommodate a smaller BLR outer bound-
ary, a means must be found for boosting the line emissivity
and responsivity at smaller radii, such that the energy re-
quirements for a particular line are also satisfied. Secondly,
we could also reduce the discrepancy in the fiducial mod-
els predicted luminosity by allowing for a larger BLR outer
boundary. However, this would come at the expense of still
longer continuum–emission-line delays. Attempts to recover
the broad emission-line geometry and kinematics which do
not account for the power in the continuum and lines should
be treated with caution.
4.1 Parameters governing physical conditions that
affect Hβ luminosity, characteristic size, and
responsivity
Here we explore those effects which act to alter the Hβ radial
surface emissivity distribution F (r), and thereby the local
responsivity η(r), and which for an assumed BLR geometry,
result in differences in the emission-line luminosity L, mean
response timescale < τ > and time-averaged responsivity
< ηeff >. These include: differences in the range in (i) hy-
drogen gas density, and (ii) hydrogen column density, (iii)
allowing for extra-thermal line widths, and (iv) differences
in the ionizing continuum normalisation. For expediency, we
use photoionization grids previously constructed with this
wide range in parameters using Cloudy C90.04 (Ferland et
al. 1998), again normalised to match the ionizing contin-
uum luminosity of NGC 5548. While these grids have been
constructed using an earlier version of Cloudy than in Fig-
ures 1a, b, here we are primarily interested in how changes
in key model assumptions affect the luminosity, delay and
emission-line responsivity, factors which are intimately con-
nected to the emission-line transfer function.8
We show in Figure 3a the EW(Hβ) (relative to the in-
cident continuum flux at 1215A˚) as a function of nH, ΦH for
three choices of cloud hydrogen column density NH, as well
as for the default cloud column density logNH (cm
−2)= 23
with the addition of a significant micro-turbulent velocity
for all clouds in the grid. Contours and symbols are as for
Figure 1a. In each panel we show the nominal boundaries
in parameters contributing to the emissivity functions F (r)
that appear in Figure 3b (see discussion in §2.1).
8 The SED used for the C90.04 grids is described in Korista and
Goad (2000, 2004), and is significantly harder than the Matthews
and Ferland (1987) generic quasar continuum adopted for the
C08 model grids, with a mean ionizing photon energy which is
a factor of three larger. It is for this reason that the diagonal
“cliff” in EW, representing the logN(H) = 23 clouds becoming
fully ionized, is shifted by about −0.5 dex in logUc in Figure 3a
(upper panel) compared to Figure 1a. However, we note that the
Balmer emission lines are not particularly sensitive to the details
of the ionizing continuum shape.
Figure 3a. As for Figure 1a, contours of log(EW) for broad
Hβ referenced to the incident ionizing continuum at λ1215A˚
for full source coverage, as a function gas hydrogen density
nH and flux of hydrogen-ionizing photons ΦH. The smallest
contour corresponds to 0.1A˚ each solid line represents 1 decade,
and dotted lines represent 0.2 dex intervals. The solid star
marks the old ”standard BLR” parameters, the solid triangle
the peak EW. Model grids have been computed here using
Cloudy version C90.04. Individual panels show the effect on
the line EW of changing the adopted column density NH
from logNH (cm
−2)= 23 upper left, to logNH (cm
−2)= 22,
upper right, and logNH (cm
−2)= 24 (lower left) (see text for
details). The lower right panel indicates the effect of introducing
extra-thermal line widths, here in the form of a micro-turbulent
velocity component vturb = 100 km s
−1, for a fixed hydrogen
column density logNH (cm
−2)= 23.
4.1.1 Gas hydrogen number density nH
The radial surface emissivity distribution F (r) is found to be
marginally sensitive to our choice of upper bounds for the
distribution function in the hydrogen gas number density,
nH. Figure 3b, panel (i), illustrates the effect of extending
the upper bound in nH (nH(max)) from 10
12 cm−3 (solid
black line) to 1013 cm−3 (dashed red line). For a fixed value
in log ΦH, increasing nH increases the Hβ emissivity due to
increased contributions from collisional excitation. Increased
nH results in enhanced emission over the full radial extent
of the fiducial BLR (Figures 3b(i) left panel) and is particu-
larly effective at enhancing the emission measure at smaller
BLR radii. When integrated over our fiducial BLR geome-
try, the net result is a ≈ 20% increase in the Hβ luminosity,
a marginally smaller responsivity-weighted radius, and lo-
cally an enhanced emission-line responsivity (Figure 3b(i),
right-hand panel - dashed red line, and Table 1). The en-
hanced responsivity arises due to the small increase in slope
of the radial surface emissivity distribution for BLR radii
less than ≈ 25 light-days that contains higher density gas
with greater efficiency in converting ionizing photons into
Balmer emission line photons.
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Figure 3b. Left panels – Radial surface emissivity distributions
for broad Hβ for an LOC model of NGC 5548. Individual panels
show the effect of (i) changing the range in gas hydrogen densities
nH from 8 < lognH (cm
−3) < 12 (black line) to 8 < lognH
(cm−3) < 13 (dashed red line), (ii) changing the cloud hydrogen
column density NH from logNH (cm
−2)= 23 (black line) to
22 (blue line) and 24 (red dashed line), (iii) increasing the
micro-turbulent velocity vturb from 0 km s
−1 (black line) to
100 km s−1 (dashed red-line), and (iv) changing the ionizing
continuum normalisation by a factor 8.2 from a low (solid blue
line) to high (dashed red line) (see text for details). Right-hand
panels – the corresponding radial responsivity distributions η(r).
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Table 1. The link between emission-line luminosity, characteristic size and responsivity in the steady state.
Cloudy version C08
Hβ logL RLW RRW η(r = RRW )
erg s−1 (light-days) (light-days)
logNH (cm
−2)= 23 41.497 36.5 41.0 0.55
(the fiducial model)
Rout = 50 light-days 41.235 23.6 25.3 0.42
logΦH = 20 at R = 7.5 light-days 40.895 18.0 20.2 0.56
low continuum normalisation 41.220 33.5 38.6 0.68
high continuum normalisation 41.729 38.5 41.6 0.42
Cloudy version C90.04
Hβ logL RLW RRW η(r = RRW )
erg s−1 (light-days) (light-days)
logNH(max) (cm
−2)= 23 41.540 37.2 41.8 0.49
lognH(max) (cm
−3)= 13 41.623 35.6 39.8 0.49
vturb = 100 km s
−1 41.768 29.2 35.1 0.82
logNH (cm
−2)= 22 41.374 39.0 43.0 0.42
logNH (cm
−2)= 24 41.686 35.0 40.0 0.60
For our adopted luminosity distance DL = 77.6 Mpc for NGC 5548, the mean narrow-line subtracted H(β) luminosity,
corrected for Milky Way extinction (Av = 0.055, Schlafly and Finkbeiner 2011) over the duration of the 13 yr ground-based
monitoring campaign, logL(Hβ) (erg s−1) = 41.756. Unless otherwise stated, the continuum has been normalised so that
log ΦH (photons cm
−2 s−1) = 20 at a BLR radius R = 15 light-days.
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4.1.2 Cloud hydrogen column density NH
The BLR is likely comprised of clouds with a mix of hydro-
gen column densities. Here we consider the effect of a range
in gas hydrogen column density on the line EW as a function
of ΦH, nH, for photoionization model grids with fixed total
hydrogen column density NH. The most obvious effect of in-
creased cloud column density (Figure 3a, panels (i)–(iii)), is
a general increase in the EW(Hβ) for clouds of larger ion-
ization parameters as the cloud column density increases.
The steep decline in EW(Hβ) running approximately diag-
onally across the hydrogen number density-ionizing photon
flux plane occurs as the cloud becomes fully ionized in hy-
drogen.
In Figure 3b, panel (ii), we illustrate radial surface
emissivities F (r) for 3 hydrogen column densities NH span-
ning the range appropriate for BLR clouds 22.0 < logNH
(cm−2) < 24.0. With all else equal, the lower column den-
sity (solid blue line) leads to smaller values for the radial
surface emissivity, reducing the luminosity by a factor ≈1.5,
and increasing the responsivity-weighted radius by≈ 1 light-
day. As can be seen in comparing the upper two panels of
Figure 3a, all else being equal there are relatively fewer lower
column density clouds emitting efficiently in Hβ – especially
for larger values in U = ΦH/nHc – and so especially at
smaller radii. This results in a flatter radial surface emis-
sivity distribution for clouds of lower column density and
consequently smaller responsivity, and a larger responsivity-
weighted radius (Table 1). The converse is true for clouds
with larger column densities (compare the upper and lower
left panels). For logNH (cm
−2)= 24, the luminosity is a fac-
tor ≈1.4 larger, the responsivity ≈ 20% larger, and with a
≈ 5% drop in the responsivity weighted radius (see Table 1).
4.1.3 Extra-thermal line widths
As pointed out in paper i, and in Korista and Goad (2004),
η(r) can be significantly enhanced by allowing for extra-
thermal line widths within the BLR gas. These may be
caused by, for example, micro-turbulent velocities (Bottorff
et al. 2002), velocity shears, or significant electron scatter-
ing within the line emitting gas. The resulting reduction
in the central line optical depths increases the line escape
probabilities and results in enhanced emission, particularly
in lines from clouds that have large central optical depth for
local line widths dominated by thermal motions. For the hy-
drogen recombination lines, these are typically clouds with
higher values in the incident ionizing photon flux, and so
smaller distances from the central ionizing source. Note that
the peak EW has moved upward by ≈ 1 dex in ΦH. Micro-
turbulent velocities tend to open out the EW contours on
the ΦH, nH plane, so that EW contours which formerly were
almost constant with ΦH, now tend to follow lines of nearly
constant values of Uc, a diagonal line in the ΦH, nH plane
(e.g. notice the differences between the 10A˚ contours shown
in Figure 3a, panels (i) and (iv)).
The effect on Hβ’s radial surface emissivity F (r) of in-
creasing the micro-turbulent velocity within the gas cloud
from 0 km s−1 (solid black line) to 100 km s−1 (dashed red
line) is shown in Figure 3b, panel (iii). As above, a signifi-
cant micro-turbulent velocity boosts the emission across the
entire fiducial BLR geometry, but particularly at smaller
BLR radii where the clouds are optically thick in the hy-
drogen lines. Additionally, when extra-thermal line widths
are included, the line responsivity is significantly larger for
radii beyond approximately 10 light-days out to the outer
boundary. For the fiducial BLR geometry, micro-turbulence
results in a significant (factor ≈1.7) increase in the emission-
line luminosity, reduces the responsivity-weighted radius by
≈ 15%, and increases the line responsivity by ≈ 65% (see
Table 1). We note that while this effect results in a bet-
ter match to the observed L(Hβ), the reduction in RRW is
smaller than required by the data, and the time-averaged
responsivity < ηeff > is too large.
4.2 Continuum normalisation
The line emissivity and responsivity distributions within the
BLR are sensitive to small changes in the adopted contin-
uum normalisation. Here we distinguish between two types
of continuum normalisation. The first relates to uncertain-
ties in the incident ionizing photon flux at a specified ra-
dial distance for a BLR of fixed spatial extent. The ioniz-
ing photon flux is normally estimated by assuming a con-
tinuum SED which is then scaled by the observed contin-
uum flux at a measurable wavelength, for example 1350A˚ or
5100A˚ (rest frame), for an assumed luminosity distance and
after applying corrections for extinction within the Milky
Way galaxy and potentially also the host galaxy. Since
∆ log r = −0.5 × ∆ log ΦH for a given ionizing luminosity
and SED, small uncertainties in the continuum normalisa-
tion in this case will shift F (r) towards the left (for lower
continuum normalisations) or towards the right (for higher
continuum normalisations), within the confines of the BLR
(see e.g. Figure 3b panel (iv), solid blue and red-dashed lines,
respectively). These differences will lead to changes in line
L, RRW and η(r = RW ) (Korista and Goad 2004; Goad and
Korista 2014). To illustrate this point low and high contin-
uum normalisations corresponding to a factor ≈ 8 range in
ionizing continuum flux (e.g. Figure 3b, lower left panel),
increases L(Hβ) by a factor ≈ 3, increases RRW from 38.6–
41.6 light-days, and decreases η(r = RW ) from 0.68–0.42
(see Table 1). Figure 4 panel (ii) illustrates model broad
Hβ light-curves for low (solid green line) and high (solid
black line) continuum normalisations corresponding to the
same factor of ∼8 range in the ionizing continuum normal-
isation (see Table 2 for details). In all cases the inner and
outer boundaries, Rin and Rout, have been kept fixed at their
starting values. For a BLR with static boundaries a lower
continuum normalisation appears to be favoured.
The continuum normalisation is also determined by the
way in which the incident ionizing photon flux ΦH maps to
BLR radial distance r. An example of this, is a particular
choice of source luminosity distance DL. Uncertainties in
DL will alter the radial surface emissivity distribution and
the radial scale, but in a self-similar way, i.e., Rout/Rin re-
mains invariant. This is equivalent to a reassignment of the
radial scale in Figure 1b. Thus while the continuum and
emission line luminosities along with the BLR size (lag) will
change, the radial dependence of the surface emissivity and
responsivity distributions within the confines of the BLR
will not. For lower continuum normalisations of this second
type, the BLR will be smaller, with a corresponding drop in
the emission-line luminosity (though the emission line EW
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remains the same). We note here that though the BLR is
now more compact, Rout remains equal to Rsubl. However,
the emission line response amplitude will be unchanged if
the effects of geometric dilution are weak.
In Figure 4 panel (iii) we illustrate this effect by re-
ducing the mapping of r onto ΦH by a factor 2, resulting
in a factor 4 drop in the mean emission-line luminosity (see
Table 1)9. Since differences in the chosen value of DL al-
ter the luminosities of both line and continuum alike, the
discrepancy between the measured and model emission line
luminosities (factor ≈ 2 for Hβ) will remain the same. The
net effect is thus a decrease in the responsivity-weighted ra-
dius (17.7 < RRW (light-days) < 21.1), while the predicted
time-averaged emission-line responsivity (< ηeff >= 0.53) is
similar to the fiducial model (Table 1). Indeed setting aside
the discrepancy in the emission line luminosity, Figure 4,
panel (iii) indicates that a lower continuum normalisation
of this type provides a far better representation of the data
in terms of response amplitude and delay.
The fidelity of the reproduction of the majority of the
observed features in the Hβ emission-line light curve is tes-
tament to the validity of using the scaled optical continuum
as a proxy for the driving ionizing continuum.
9 While a large uncertainty in the mapping of the cloud–source
distance r to the incident hydrogen ionizing photon flux ΦH due
to an uncertainty in the luminosity distance is unlikely, an effect
of this nature may also arise if the ionizing continuum is highly
anisotropic (e.g., Netzer 1987; Nemmen and Brotherton 2010) so
that the ionizing continuum flux incident on BLR clouds, and
that which we infer from the observed continuum flux are not
the same. If BLR clouds are located at large polar angles, and we
observe them frommuch smaller ones, then the measured emission
line EWs will be artificially reduced if continuum anisotropy is
important.
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Figure 4.Model broad Hβ emission-line light curves for our fiducial BLR geometry for (ii) high and low ionizing continuum normalisations
(solid black and green lines respectively), (iii) a model BLR with a factor 2 reduction in the luminosity distance, and (iv) the fiducial
BLR truncated at an outer radius of 50 light-days (solid blue line). Both (iii) and (iv) result in a smaller BLR and lower line luminosities,
but only (iii) results in enhanced amplitude response in the line. The quoted range in RRW corresponds to the range in measured CCF
centroid for the 13 seasons of data.
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4.3 Is Rout ≪ Rsubl?
We have also considered the possibility that our model BLR
is simply too large for our particular continuum normali-
sation. The mean response timescale for broad Hβ for the
fiducial BLR model, determined from the centroid of the 1-d
responsivity-weighted response function RRW, is ≈ 41 light-
days. This is ≈ 20% larger than the average continuum–
emission-line delay of 35 ± 1.7 days determined for broad
Hβ (using our mock driving ionizing continuum) over the
13 yr ground-based monitoring campaign of NGC 5548.
While a smaller outer boundary will act to reduce the
responsivity-weighted radius of the BLR, and consequently
reduce the possible effect of geometric dilution (Goad and
Korista 2014), it has a number of undesirable consequences.
First and foremost, the emission-line luminosity is reduced.
For the fiducial bowl-shaped BLR, a factor 2 reduction in
the BLR outer radius equates to a factor ≈2 reduction in
the emission-line luminosity for broad Hβ. The luminosi-
ties of other emission-lines will also be reduced though by
differing amounts. Secondly, photoionization model calcula-
tions suggest that for most emission lines, gas at larger radii
(or equivalently lower ionizing photon fluxes) will have the
largest responsivity (see Figure 1, lower panel, for Hβ). Thus
the emission-line responsivity in the absence of geometric di-
lution, when averaged over the BLR cloud distribution, will
tend to decrease if we remove those contributions to the line
responsivity arising from gas at large BLR radii. This is es-
pecially important for the geometry considered here because
as we have already shown (§3.2), there is little geometric di-
lution. Thus for the fiducial BLR geometry, the variability
amplitude of a particular line in response to continuum vari-
ations is determined almost exclusively by the emission-line
responsivity for that line. Note that if the local responsivity
is small, the amplitude of the variations would be similarly
small (for the same driving continuum), regardless of how
compact the BLR is.
Figure 4 panel (iv) illustrates the effect of truncating
the outer BLR at a radius of 50 light-days. Removing the
high responsivity gas at large BLR radii reduces the emis-
sion line luminosity, the emission-line delay and its time-
averaged responsivity. Thus when compared to the fiducial
model (Figure 2 panel (iv)), the broad emission-line is less
luminous (by a factor ≈ 2), arises from a more compact re-
gion (23.1 < RRW (light-days) < 25.6), and has a smaller
amplitude response in the line (< ηeff >= 0.42 c.f. 0.51).
Once again, these results indicate the deep connection be-
tween L, RRW and η.
We next compare this truncated BLR with one of the
same size and outer radius, but different radial surface emis-
sivity distributions F (r) arising from different mappings of
r onto ΦH. When compared with Figure 4 panel (iii), the
truncated BLR has a lower amplitude response in the line,
because for this line, the more responsive gas which is nor-
mally found at lower ionizing photon fluxes (i.e. larger BLR
radii) has now been removed.
That the emission-line luminosity, characteristic size
and responsivity are intimately connected and cannot be
treated in isolation is again evident. Altering the models
to address just one of these can adversely effect the others.
These connections should provide strong constraints on BLR
models, as well as help break the degeneracies inherent in
the interpretation of emission line transfer functions. Con-
sideration of additional emission lines will further strengthen
these tensions.
5 THE NATURE OF THE BLR INNER AND
OUTER BOUNDARIES
The models described thus far have been static, in the sense
that the spatial extent of the BLR has remained constant
in time. These models can still breathe, because in general
the radial surface emissivity distribution within the con-
fines of the BLR inner and outer boundaries is not a sim-
ple power-law, and consequently the local responsivity and
hence responsivity-weighted radius will vary with continuum
level. However, for the fiducial model the BLR is underlumi-
nous in Hβ by a factor ≈ 2, and is in general too large, while
the measured range in responsivity appears too small, and
in particular fails to match the observed variations in Hβ
during low continuum states. Here, we investigate the possi-
bility that the BLR may in addition adjust its overall spatial
extent in response to changes in the ionizing continuum flux.
5.1 The BLR inner boundary Rin
For the fiducial model the BLR inner boundary Rin has been
set to 200 Rg ≈ 1.14 light-days for a 10
8 solar mass black
hole. The location of this boundary was motivated in part
by the small measured delay in He ii 1640 in NGC 5548
(e.g., Korista et al. 1995), although the precise location of
the inner boundary is unknown. However, we note that gas
at such small radii has very little surface area, and thus its
contribution to the total power of a particular emission line
is modest at best. Additionally, at small BLR radii the gas
becomes over-ionized and the lines thermalised. Thus, unless
the BLR is geometrically thin, then provided that the spec-
ified inner boundary is small, relatively large uncertainties
in its location may be tolerated. In what follows unless oth-
erwise noted, we let the location of the BLR inner boundary
vary with continuum level according to Rin ∝ C(t)
1/2. For
Hβ and other emission lines that form at large BLR radii,
this has almost no effect on the emission line variability.
5.2 The BLR outer boundary Rout
For the fiducial model the location of the BLR outer bound-
ary Rout is particularly significant because although the ra-
dial surface emissivity distribution steepens as r increases,
(Figure 1b), this fall in surface emissivity is (partially) com-
pensated for by a steady increase in the available surface
area. Here we have set Rout = 100 light-days, a distance
beyond which the mean continuum flux is low enough that
robust dust grains (e.g., graphite) can form and survive.
When present ionizing continuum and emission-line photons
are destroyed on grains, and consequently (along with the
decrease in the gas phase abundances) the line emission can
drop significantly (Netzer and Laor 1993).
One consequence of a large surface area at large BLR
radii is that small changes in the location of the BLR outer
boundary, whether dynamical, or related to ionizing contin-
uum variations, will produce significant variation in the line
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emission at large radii. This then leads to significant varia-
tion in the emission-line delay and amplitude of response, if
gas exists at these radii. Thus understanding the nature of
the BLR outer boundary has become one of the key goals of
AGN variability studies. In what follows we investigate the
behaviour of a dust-bounded BLR.
5.3 A dust-bounded BLR model
Thus far our model BLR has been described by inner and
outer boundaries exterior to which the line emission is as-
sumed to be zero (i.e. a BLR which is truncated at both the
inner and outer radius). At small BLR radii this is likely
to be a good approximation since: (i) the line emission de-
creases rapidly at the highest incident ionizing photon fluxes,
and (ii) for most geometries, the inner BLR contributes very
little to the overall emission (an area effect). However, for
the BLR outer boundary this assumption is likely invalid,
since the reservoir of gas feeding the BLR likely originates
in the dusty torus at still larger radii. Alternatively, a trun-
cated BLR, for which the outer radius lies well within the
location of the hot dust, may arise if gas at larger radii is
largely shielded from a direct view of the ionizing continuum
source.
Here, we assume that the BLR extends all the way to
the inner edge of the dusty torus, i.e., the distance to the hot
dust. Where grains are able to form and survive, they can
compete efficiently for ionizing photons and act to suppress,
though not extinguish, the formation of lines. Thus bound-
ing this model BLR there exists a dusty region where the
line-reprocessing efficiency is significantly reduced. At suf-
ficiently large incident photon fluxes, grains charge up and
heat up and eventually sputter and sublimate. The distance
at which grains sublime depends on their chemical com-
position (e.g., graphites vs. silicates) and size distribution
(e.g. Barvainis 1987). Where grains are sufficiently depleted
line formation will efficiently cool the gas. Thus the BLR
outer boundary could move outwards with increasing contin-
uum source luminosity. Larger grains are more robust than
smaller grains. Thus condensation onto grains during lower
continuum flux states is most likely to occur onto larger
grains. During these low continuum flux states the effective
line-emitting boundary of the BLR could move inwards10.
In the context of a dust-bounded BLR we here refer to an
“effective BLR outer boundary”, Reff , which represents the
point beyond which the line emission is significantly sup-
pressed. The rate at which Reff moves in response to con-
tinuum variations is governed by two important timescales,
the dust condensation and sublimation timescales, τcond and
τsubl respectively.
Here we distinguish between the microscopic dust for-
mation and destruction timescales, which for individual
grains is of order minutes–days, and the macroscopic (or
10 In the fiducial model the BLR gas occupies the surface of an
approximately bowl-shaped geometry (§2). The dust we assume
to follow the extension of this geometry out to larger radii, start-
ing from a radial distance Rsubl, the distance at which robust
grains can form and survive. Note, here that the location of Rsubl
is confined to the bowl-surface, and is time-dependent, sliding
along the bowl surface in response to variations in the ionizing
continuum flux, i.e. Rsubl = Rsubl(C(t)).
global) dust formation and destruction timescales which is
of order months–years for grains largely shielded within or
beyond the BLR gas, and relevant to the discussion here
(e.g. Kishimoto et al. 2013, 2011; Ho¨nig and Kishimoto
2011). If the macroscopic dust sublimation timescale τsubl
is very much longer than the macroscopic dust condensa-
tion (formation) timescale τcond, then the location of the
BLR outer boundary will be largely insensitive to high con-
tinuum states, but will tend to move inwards on average
during low continuum states. Conversely, if the dust conden-
sation timescale is long compared to the dust sublimation
timescale, the BLR outer boundary will tend to move out-
wards during high continuum states and remain there, unless
there is a significant period in which the ionizing continuum
source remains in a low state.
As viewed from the ionizing continuum source, at a
given instant in time, emission line gas located at the same
radial distance will be responding to the same ionizing con-
tinuum state. Gas located at larger radial distances will be
responding to different (prior) continuum states. Thus there
will be some regions in which the efficiency of line formation
is increasing, while in others it is decreasing, depending on
the prior continuum history, bracketed by regions in which
the line emission efficiency is not affected by the presence
of dust. Furthermore, when viewed by an external distant
observer, gas located at the same radial distance will appear
to be responding to different ionising continuum states due
to differences in the total light-travel time (reverberation).
Thus the observed location of Reff at a particular instant
in time is determined by both the local gas–grain physics
and reverberation effects within the spatially extended BLR.
Reff is therefore better described as a “fuzzy” or “soft” outer
boundary.
5.3.1 A time-dependent efficiency factor ǫ(r, t)
In order to implement a dusty BLR outer boundary within
the context of our model, we introduce a time-dependent
line-emission efficiency factor ǫ(r, t) which we use to scale the
radial surface emissivity distribution F (r), and which in the
steady-state takes a value of 1.0 in the absence of dust and
a value of 0.1 when dust is present. Initially we set the outer
boundary Rout to be located at the distance to the hot dust
Rout = 100 light-days, equivalent to the radius at which the
temperature falls below the dust sublimation temperature
Rout = Rsubl. Thus in the steady-state ǫ(r, t) = 1.0 for r 6
Rsubl, and ǫ(r, t) = 0.1 for r > Rsubl. As the continuum
varies, the location of the dust boundary is assumed to scale
as Rsubl ∝ C(t)
1/2 (as indicated by the solid red line in
the upper panel of Figure 5, 7), similar to the relationship
between the distance to the hot dust and source luminosity
found among a sample of nearby AGN (Suganuma et al.
2004; 2006)11. NB the form of the driving continuum light-
curve is similar to that illustrated by the solid red line in
the upper panel of Figures 5, 7 and may be reconstructed by
11 The relationship between the continuum luminosity and the
inferred distance to the hot dust is found to be far shallower in
individual sources, possibly as a consequence of long dust con-
densation and dust sublimation timescales when compared to the
characteristic continuum variability timescale Tchar.
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Figure 5. Upper panel - the predicted location of Rsubl as a
function of time (days) for a dust-bounded BLR in which the
location of the dust boundary varies as C(t)1/2, and for which
the local line re-processing efficiency factor ǫ(R, t) depends upon
the location of Rsubl, and the dust sublimation and dust con-
densation timescales, τsubl and τcond respectively. Shown are the
results for τsubl = τcond = 10 days. Panel 2–8, the re-processing
efficiency factor ǫ(R, t) as a function of time (days) at fixed BLR
radii R. ǫ(R, t) displays rapid falls and sharp rises which appear
symmetrical in shape.
normalising this curve to its mean value and squaring the
amplitude.
Here, we assume that as the continuum flux rises the
line re-processing efficiency factor ǫ(r, t) for gas lying in-
terior to the current location of Rsubl, increases exponen-
tially from its current value until it reaches a maximum
value 1.0 on a timescale τsubl, where τsubl, the macroscopic
dust sublimation timescale, represents the timescale over
which grains (embedded within the BLR clouds) are signif-
icantly depleted by UV photons. Thus, for a given increase
in the continuum flux, clouds which lie interior to the re-
gion bounded by Rsubl, will either emit at 100% efficiency, or
their efficiency will grow exponentially, according to ǫ(r, t) =
min[ǫ(r, t−1)e1/τsubl , 1.0]. Conversely, as the continuum flux
decreases, we assume that for gas formerly bounded by Rsubl
but now lying exterior to Rsubl, the line re-processing effi-
ciency factor ǫ(r, t) decreases exponentially from its current
value to a minimum efficiency factor of 0.1, on a charac-
teristic timescale, τcond, the macroscopic dust condensation
timescale, such that ǫ(r, t) = max[ǫ(r, t − 1)e−1/τcond , 0.1].
Thus at any instant in time, there will be a dust-free zone
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Figure 6. Snapshots of the instantaneous radial surface emissiv-
ity distribution F (r) as a function of continuum level C(t)/ <
C > (solid black line), for the fiducial bowl-shaped BLR geom-
etry described in section 5.3. Also shown are the steady-state
radial surface emissivity distribution (solid green line) together
with the expected radial surface emissivity distribution assuming
ǫ(R, t) = 1.0 (dashed red line). The dashed vertical line repre-
sents the predicted location of Rsubl for the epoch shown, assum-
ing that the location of Rsubl scales as C(t)
1/2. For this example,
τsubl = τsubl = 10 days. Since the dust sublimation and conden-
sation timescales are equivalent, the location of the soft boundary
Reff , as indicated by the sharp drop in the radial surface emis-
sivity distribution (solid black line), is well-matched to the pre-
dicted location of the dust boundary for the current continuum
level (dashed vertical line).
in which the line re-processing efficiency ǫ(r, t) = 1.0, ∀t, a
dusty zone, in which ǫ(r, t) = 0.1, ∀t, bounding an interme-
diate zone where grains are in the process of either being
formed or destroyed, and for which the line re-processing
efficiency lies in the range 0.1 < ǫ(r, t) < 1.0, and is ei-
ther decreasing exponentially to a minimum of 0.1 on a
timescale τcond due to a decrease in the continuum flux or in-
creasing exponentially to a maximum of 1.0 on a timescale
of τsubl for a rising continuum flux. In the limit of τsubl,
τcond very small, the location of the effective BLR outer
boundary Reff varies in lock-step with the ionizing contin-
uum (i.e. Reff ∝ C(t)
1/2). This we here refer to as a vari-
able hard boundary model. Conversely, for τsubl, τcond very
large, the effective BLR outer boundary remains essentially
static and behaves in a similar fashion to the fixed bound-
ary LOC model explored in §3. The light-curve generated by
this model will resemble that of Figure 2 panel (iv), except
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that the model is now computed beyond 100 light-days out
to a maximum radius Rmax (here set at 200 light-days) and
the line re-processing efficiency ǫ(r, t) changes abruptly ei-
ther side of this boundary (from 1.0 to 0.1). For Rmax = 200
light-days the total covering fraction is ∼ 70% for the fidu-
cial bowl-shaped geometry (c.f. 50% at R = 100 light-days,
see Goad, Korista and Ruff 2012, for details).
5.3.2 A simple toy model
To illustrate the general behaviour of a dust-bounded BLR
and its sensitivity to the dust sublimation and dust con-
densation timescales, we have generated model emission-line
light-curves using a driving continuum light-curve which can
be described by a damped random walk12 in the logarithm
of the flux (e.g. Kelly et al. 2009; MacLeod et al. 2010; Goad
and Korista 2014, paper i) and the fiducial BLR model with
a power-law radial surface emissivity distribution with slope
−1, bounded by dust at its outer edge. That is, in the steady
state Rsubl(C(t) =< C >= 1) = 100 light-days. We have
deliberately chosen a powerlaw radial surface emissivity dis-
tribution, since in this case η(r) = constant ∀r, in the
steady-state, and thus breathing can only occur via changes
in the location of the BLR boundaries. The radial surface
emissivity distribution is computed out to a maximum ra-
dius Rmax of 200 light-days, and in the steady-state the line
re-processing efficiency factor ǫ(R, t) is assumed to be 1.0
for gas lying interior to Rsubl, and 0.1 for gas lying exterior
to Rsubl.
We consider two scenarios for a BLR with a dusty outer
boundary. For the first, we set the dust sublimation and dust
condensation timescale to be equivalent to one another, so
that grains are depleted and reform on the same timescale,
here τsubl = τcond = 10 days. For the second, we set the dust
sublimation timescale to be factor ten longer than the dust
condensation timescale, τsubl = 100 days, and τcond = 10
days, so that while grains are depleted rather slowly, they
rapidly reform. For the latter, quoted values of τsubl and
τcond were chosen to suppress large amplitude emission-line
variations during high continuum states, while allowing for
a more compact BLR with a smaller responsivity-weighted
radius, during prolonged low continuum states.
The results of our simulations are shown in Figures 5–8.
Each model is bounded at large radii by Rsubl which as for
the variable hard boundary model scales as C(t)1/2 (Fig-
ure 5, upper panel). However, since the line re-processing
efficiency is low for radii Rsubl < r < Rmax, the effective
outer boundary Reff , as indicated by the sharp drop in line
emissivity (figure 6, solid black line) at larger radii, is smaller
than Rmax. Note that the range in radii over which changes
in the re-processing efficiency occur is extensive, spanning
≈60-185 light-days, appropriate for the ∼ factor of 9.6 range
(max/min) in continuum level.
For the first simulation, we set τsubl = τcond = 10 days.
Consequently, the temporal behaviour of the re-processing
12 We note that a damped random walk has been found to be
a poor match to the broad band variability behaviour of AGN
observed by Kepler (Mushotzky et al. 2011), albeit in a small
sample of objects and for light-curves which only probe timescales
appropriate for the disc light-crossing time.
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Figure 7. Upper panel - the predicted location of Rsubl (solid red
line) as a function of time (days) for a dust-bounded BLR with
τcond = 10 days and τsubl = 100 days. Panels 2–8, the model
re-processing efficiency factor ǫ(r, t) as a function of time (days),
for BLR radii of 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175 and 200 light-days
respectively. For this model, the time-dependent line re-processing
efficiency factor shows rapid declines followed by slow rises.
efficiency ǫ(r, t) at fixed radial position r is characterised by
symmetric rises and falls, and by significant excursions in
re-processing efficiency on relatively short timescales (Fig-
ure 5, panels 2-8). In Figure 6 we show snapshots of the in-
stantaneous radial surface emissivity distribution F (r,C(t))
(solid black line) at seven epochs, chosen to illustrate a broad
range in continuum level. Also shown is the steady-state
radial surface emissivity distribution (solid green line) to-
gether with the radial surface emissivity distribution at the
current epoch, assuming ǫ(r, t) = 1.0 ∀r (dashed red line).
One consequence of adopting similar dust sublimation and
dust condensation timescales is that the sharp drop in the
radial surface emissivity distribution Reff more closely coin-
cides with the predicted location of Rsubl for the concurrent
value of the continuum flux (Figure 6, vertical dashed lines).
For the second simulation τsubl is a factor of 10 longer
than τcond. Variations in ǫ(r, t), are here characterised by a
rapid decline in the re-processing efficiency during low con-
tinuum states followed by a more gradual increase in the
re-processing efficiency with increasing continuum level as
the dust is eroded (Figure 7). The location of Reff therefore
decreases significantly on relatively short timescales follow-
ing a drop in continuum level, but moves outwards only
very slowly as the continuum level starts to rise. Thus a
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Figure 8. As for Figure 6, adopting τcond = 10 days, and
τsubl = 100 days. A strong hysteresis is evident in the radial
surface emissivity distributions such that the location of the soft
boundary Reff (as indicated by the sharp drop in radial surface
emissivity distribution) correlates only poorly with the predicted
location of Rsubl (as indicated by the vertical dashed line) for this
continuum level.
strong hysteresis in the location of Reff is a defining char-
acteristic of models in which there is a strong mismatch
between the macroscopic dust sublimation and dust conden-
sation timescales (c.f. the location of the sharp drop in the
solid black lines with the dashed vertical lines in Figure 8).
6 A DUST-BOUNDED BLR MODEL FOR
NGC 5548
We now turn our attention to modelling the broad Hβ
emission-line light-curve in NGC 5548 assuming a dust
bounded BLR with time variable spatial extent. For a BLR
with either fixed or variable boundaries, four case studies
may be considered: (i) fixed Rin, fixed Rout (the default
scenario), (ii) variable Rin, fixed Rout, (iii) fixed Rin, vari-
able Rout, and (iv) variable Rin, variable Rout. However, as
already mentioned, when the surface area of the emitting
region is taken into consideration, the low emission measure
arising from gas at small BLR radii (for this geometry) sug-
gests that a variable inner boundary has little impact on
the overall emission-line response. We have confirmed this
supposition via model simulations. Thus case (iii), variable
Rout, and to a lesser extent case (iv), variable Rin, Rout, are
of primary interest here.
As before, we adopt the fiducial BLR model as our base-
line model against which comparisons with dust-bounded
BLR models will be made. The fiducial model is truncated
at a fixed outer radius of 100 light-days, a distance beyond
which there is no contribution to the total line emission.
This we drive with our mock ionizing continuum light curve
for NGC 5548, generating a model emission-line light-curve
using the radial surface emissivity curve for Hβ (Figure 1b)
from Korista and Goad (2004), and assuming a full non-
linear response in the line. The fixed boundary model, equiv-
alent to a dust bounded BLR for which the dust condensa-
tion and dust sublimation timescales are infinitely long, and
for which the contribution to the total line emission of dusty
clouds is set to zero (Figure 9, upper panel), serves as a point
of reference. For each continuum–model emission-line light-
curve pair, we compute the mean delay (CCF centroid and
peak), and effective responsivity < ηeff > over the full 13 yr
light-curve, referenced to the mock driving continuum. We
also report the range in measured delays and responsivity
over time periods approximating the 13 seasons of data for
this source13. The former may be compared with the range
in responsivity-weighted radii measured from the centroid
of the instantaneous 1-d response functions. Results for all
of the simulated emission-line flux light curves presented in
this work are summarised in Table 2.
6.1 A variable hard boundary model: τsubl, τcond
small
For illustrative purposes only, we first consider what we here
refer to as a variable hard boundary model for which the dust
condensation and dust sublimation timescales are assumed
to be small (τcond = τsubl = 1 day), i.e. Rout is tied to Rsubl.
For this model BLR clouds simply switch on/off once the
continuum is of a sufficiently high/low level, a process which
we consider to be unphysical. However, we include it here as
it serves to illustrate the most extreme range in variability
(i.e. it shows the largest range in Reff ). Gas interior to the
current location of Rsubl will be fully emissive, while that
beyondRsubl will emit at only 10% efficiency, Here Rsubl acts
as a sliding on-off switch for BLR clouds with the location
of Rsubl governed by the relation Rsubl ∝ C(t)
1/2.
Comparing Figure 9, panel (ii) (a dust-bounded BLR)
with Figure 9 panel (i) (the fiducial fixed boundary model),
illustrates a number of key attributes of a dust-bounded
BLR. First, the range in delays, as measured from the
seasonal data is considerably larger than for fixed bound-
ary models. Note that the predicted range in responsivity-
weighted radii is large 27.1 < RRW (light-days) < 55.5,
indicating a BLR which is a factor 2 smaller in low con-
tinuum states than in high continuum states. Second, the
time averaged effective responsivity is significantly larger
(ηeff = 0.81 c.f. 0.51) when compared to fixed boundary
13 Here we define a season as extending from the last data point
of the previous season to the first point of the following season
inclusive. This has negligible effect on the measured seasonal lags
while ensuring that when extrapolating the light-curves between
seasonal gaps, the light-curve is well behaved.
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models, and exceeds that measured for Hβ for the 13 yr
monitoring campaign (< ηeff >= 0.55, see Table 2). The
BLR is more compact in low continuum states and responds
more coherently and with larger amplitude than does a fixed
boundary model of similar dimensions. Consequently, the
variable boundary model is a far better match to low con-
tinuum states, for example epochs 400–600, and 1200–1400,
than is a fixed boundary model. The mean delay at the start
of the campaign is still too long however, possibly pointing
to a more compact BLR geometry than that used here, or
alternatively, a prolonged low continuum state, and thus a
smaller Rsubl prior to the start of the 13 yr campaign (see
end of §6.2). However, the extreme variation in the location
of the BLR outer boundary exhibited by this model is less
successful at reproducing the emission-line response in the
highest continuum states during the latter half of the 13 yr
campaign (e.g. epochs 2000–4000). The larger surface area
available at larger BLR radii for this geometry coupled with
the relatively shallow radial surface emissivity distribution
results in enhanced variability over and above that which
is observed for broad Hβ during high continuum states, and
when compared to models with fixed outer boundary. A vari-
able “hard” outer boundary with τcond, τsubl small, thus ap-
pears prohibited by the data.
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Figure 9. Model broad Hβ emission-line light-curves for NGC 5548 generated by driving the fiducial fixed boundary BLR model (upper
panel) and variable dust bounded BLR models (panels 2–5) with the mock ionizing continuum. The observed Hβ light-curve is indicated
in red, simulated light-curves in blue. Quoted values are for the simulated light-curves.
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Figure 10. Upper panel - model continuum light curve (black dots), and observed (red line) and model broad Hβ (blue line) emission-
line light curves for a dust-bounded model of NGC 5548 with τcond = τsubl = 1000 days. Lower panels - corresponding instantaneous
time-dependent transfer functions Ψ(τ, C(t)), for 3 low-states (panels 2-4, LHS, solid blue lines) and 3 high-states (panels 5-7, RHS, solid
red lines). For reference the steady–state transfer function corresponding to a mean continuum of 1 is indicated by the dashed black
line. The vertical arrows indicate the centroid of Ψ(τ, C(t)) at the corresponding epoch. For clarity, each has first been normalised to an
arbitrary flux. Note that the centroid of Ψ(τ, C(t)) is large in high continuum states and small in low continuum states. The centroid of
the steady state transfer function is indicated by the vertical dotted line in the middle 2 panels.
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6.2 A soft (or “fuzzy”) BLR outer boundary
For the fiducial BLR geometry, a variable hard boundary
model, while providing a better match to low continuum
states, is found to be too responsive during high continuum
states, producing variability over and above that which is
observed. We now consider dust bounded models in which
the dust condensation and dust sublimations timescales are
comparable to, or significantly longer than, the character-
istic timescale of the driving continuum light-curve. These
we refer to as “soft” boundary models. Values of τcond, τsubl
were chosen to be large enough to suppress the excessive
variability exhibited by variable hard boundary models in
high continuum states while still allowing significant changes
in Reff during low continuum states. We note in passing that
as τsubl and τcond increase, the effective BLR size and its re-
sponse become increasingly sensitive to the long term history
of the continuum variations. First, we consider a model with
a starting dust sublimation radius of Rsubl = 100 light days
and with τsubl = τcond = 300 days (Figure 9, panel (iii)),
a factor few larger than τmax the maximum BLR delay at
the starting outer radius, and a close approximation to the
characteristic variability timescale of the mock driving con-
tinuum light-curve (Kelley et al. 2009). Figure 5 indicates
that models for which τsubl = τcond are characterised by
symmetric excursions in line reprocessing efficiency ǫ(r, t).
Thus the effective outer boundary will vary with continuum
level with a delay set by the dust sublimation and dust con-
densation timescales.
Figure 9 panel (iii) shows that for τsubl = τcond =
300 days, the emission-line responsivity, < ηeff >= 0.60,
is somewhat larger than that measured over the 13 yr
campaign (< ηeff >= 0.55), but importantly, significantly
smaller than that measured for the variable hard bound-
ary model. This general trend of decreasing emission-line
variability amplitude with increased τcond, τsubl has been
verified with simulations (e.g. compare Figure 9, panels
(ii)–(iv), and see Table 2). The Hβ emission-line variabil-
ity amplitude for τsubl = τcond = 300 days, is generally
larger than is observed during high continuum states. This
is a consequence of the line emitting region extending to
include high responsivity gas at larger radii (see Fig 1b).
Furthermore, with such long timescales for dust destruc-
tion and dust reformation, the range in spatial extent of the
BLR 34.5 < RRW (light-days) < 48.0, is found to be only
marginally larger than that found for a model with static
BLR boundaries (35.9 < RRW (light-days) < 42.7).
With such large values for τsubl and τcond, the spatial
extent of the BLR will remain large on average except dur-
ing prolonged periods (longer than the BLR light-crossing
time) of low continuum flux. In the absence of prolonged
low continuum states, a more compact BLR may be realised
if τcond is significantly shorter than τsubl. Under these cir-
cumstances, the BLR will become more compact during the
decline toward lower continuum states but will not grow in
size as quickly when transitioning toward higher continuum
states (e.g., note the difference in the observed decline in
F (r) (i.e. Reff) relative to the expected location of Rsubl for
the low (panel (iv)) and high (panel (vi)) continuum states
shown in Figure 8). The BLR will thus be smaller on average
than for a model in which τcond > τsubl.
In Figure 9 panel (iv) we illustrate the effect of increas-
ing the dust condensation and dust sublimation timescales
to 1000 days, which from dust reverberation mapping exper-
iments, are thought to be representative of the likely macro-
scopic dust condensation and dust sublimation timescales
in nearby AGN (Kishimoto et al. 2013; Schnu¨lle et al. 2013,
2015). This model achieves the goal of suppressing exces-
sive variability in high continuum states, and has a similar
time-averaged responsivity (< ηeff >= 0.54) to the fixed
boundary model, but at the expense of a smaller range in
RRW than models with smaller τcond, τsubl. For this model,
large changes in the effective outer boundary will only be-
come apparent for prolonged rises or falls in the ionizing
continuum flux14.
With the caveat that we are here exploring the be-
haviour of only one of many possible BLR geometries, these
simulations suggest that if the BLR is bounded by dust
at its outer edge, then dust condensation and sublimation
timescales must be comparable to, or significantly longer
than the characteristic timescale of the driving continuum
light-curve Tchar, so that Reff remains approximately con-
stant (e.g. compare panels (i) and (iv) of Figure 9). We note
that none of the dust-bounded simulations discussed so far
are particularly successful at matching the observed line be-
haviour during the low continuum state at 1200 days. Either
the BLR is more compact than that described here, or τcond
may be significantly shorter than τsubl).
In the bottom panel of Figure 9 we simulate the emer-
gence from a prolonged low continuum state prior to the
start of the campaign, setting the starting dust sublimation
radius Rsubl(C(t) = 0)) to 50 light-days, for a dust-bounded
BLR for which the dust sublimation and dust condensation
timescales are 300 days. This model was motivated by the
relatively poor match of previous models to the first very
low continuum state (epochs 1200-1400), i.e. at the start of
the campaign the BLR responds too slowly (the delays are
too large), and the amplitude of response is a poor match to
the observed emission-line strength during low continuum
states. If prior to the onset of the 13 yr ground-based mon-
itoring campaign, the BLR had been in an extended low-
state, then it is at least plausible that the dust extended
to far smaller BLR radii than that considered here. This
model exhibits some promising characteristics. The variabil-
ity timescale is in general smaller than that for a static
boundary model 26.8 < RRW (light-days) < 38.7, while the
variability amplitude remains high < ηeff >= 0.55, though
marginally less than that shown by a model with a larger
initial radius for the hot dust (Figure 9 panel (iii)). It is
also a better match to the observed short timescale variabil-
ity and to the observed variability in high continuum states
than a fixed boundary model with Rout = 50 light-days (Fig-
ure 4, panel (iv)). However for such a small BLR, the Hβ
luminosity remains an issue.
In Figure 10 we compare the instantaneous continuum
level dependent transfer functions, Ψ(τ, C(t)), for a dust-
bounded BLR, with τcond = τsubl = 1000 days, as deter-
14 We note that long dust sublimation and dust condensation
timescales will introduce a memory into the system behaviour
(other than that attributed to reverberation effects within the
spatially extended BLR) that may persist well beyond the char-
acteristic timescale of the driving continuum light-curve or indeed
the maximum delay at the BLR outer radius.
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mined for a selection of low- (solid blue curve) and high-
(solid red curve) continuum states over the 13 yr campaign.
The centroid of Ψ(τ, C(t)) is indicated by the coloured ar-
rows. The dotted vertical line indicates the centroid of the
transfer function for the steady-state (i.e. Ψ(τ, C(t) = 1),
dashed black curve). The amplitude and centroid of the
continuum-level–dependent transfer function are larger in
high continuum states and smaller in low-continuum states.
Note that even though the low continuum states (labelled
1–3), are similar in flux, the transfer functions (shown in
blue) display significant differences. This is a consequence
of differences in the prior continuum history which can lead
to differences in the effective BLR size in the presence of
dust for the same continuum level.
The general trend of decreased variability amplitude
(particularly in high-continuum states) with increasing
τcond, τsubl, suggests that if the BLR is bounded by dust,
then the dust sublimation and dust condensation timescales
are long when compared to the BLR “size” and charac-
teristic timescale of the driving continuum. Kishimoto et
al. (2013) recently reported direct evidence for a receding
dust sublimation region, using near-IR interferometry of the
nearby type i AGN, NGC 4151. They find that the size of
the near-IR emitting region scales with the long-term av-
erage UV/optical continuum flux, brightening with a delay
relative to the UV/optical continuum on timescales of a few
years. This suggests that the macroscopic dust sublimation
timescale is at least of order a few years in duration in this
object in line with our simulations. Similarly, in an inde-
pendent study Schnu¨lle et al. (2013) found that the radia-
tion from the hot dust in NGC 4151 brightens as the con-
tinuum increases with a delay of ∼ 50 days. They suggest
that the hot dust is cooler than the sublimation tempera-
ture and therefore lies beyond the dust sublimation radius
and is fairly robust to destruction by UV photons on short
timescales, again pointing toward a rather static dust dis-
tribution.
In summary, while allowing the location of the BLR
outer boundary to vary in response to continuum variations
has some obvious advantages (allowing a more compact BLR
in low continuum states and a larger BLR in high contin-
uum states), these (advantages) are mitigated by the excess
variability produced during high continuum states. Our sim-
ple toy model suggests that dust can suppress the variable
contributions to the line emission from the outer BLR, pro-
vided that the dust sublimation timescales are long. These
simulations therefore appear to favour a BLR outer bound-
ary which is robust to significant continuum variations (i.e.
a static BLR outer boundary).
6.3 What limits the BLR outer radius?
The radial extent of the BLR is a key quantity because it
defines the volume within which the emission-line luminos-
ity and variability must ultimately be derived. The BLR
must be sufficiently large to reprocess a substantial frac-
tion of the source ionizing luminosity, but cannot extend to
arbitrarily large radii. The velocities at large radii, and in-
deed the line-emissivities arising from such gas, would be
small enough that the emission-lines (if present) would be
weak and narrow. For the fiducial geometry described here,
the BLR outer boundary has been set by the distance at
which dust grains can form (i.e. the location of the hot dust).
This choice was informed by reverberation mapping of multi-
ple broad emission-lines and dust within individual sources,
which suggest that the line emitting region extends at least
as far as the expected location of the hot dust (Clavel et
al. 1991; Krolik et al. 1991; Peterson et al. 2002, Barth et
al. 2011; Koshida et al. 2014). Moreover, since the BLR and
ultimately the accretion disc are likely supplied by the reser-
voir of gas residing in the dusty torus, scenarios in which
there exists a substantial physical gap between the outer
BLR and the inner edge of the dusty torus seem physically
less attractive.
While the observable line-emitting gas in the fiducial
model is approximated to lie along the surface of a bowl
(which has a large covering fraction for polar angles greater
than 50 degrees), we do not exclude the possibility that this
surface may be “patchy” and that gas located at significant
depth behind the surface may also contribute to the observed
line emission. These shielded clouds will be exposed to a
heavily filtered ionizing continuum, and so may reside in
an environment suitable for significant dust formation. The
fiducial model geometry is limited in extent along the upper
reaches of the bowl-surface by dust and, by construction,
behind the surface by severe cloud–cloud shadowing (and/or
dust). These effects may be also important in limiting the
BLR spatial extent for other very different BLR geometries,
or alternatively, the BLR could simply be gas bounded.
7 DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
In paper i we showed that for model BLRs of varying size and
fixed boundaries, that the measured emission-line respon-
sivity and delay are correlated, for characteristic timescales
of the driving continuum light curve which are less than
the maximum delay at the BLR outer radius. This we at-
tributed to geometric dilution arising from reverberation ef-
fects within the spatially-extended BLR which act to reduce
the emission-line responsivity and delay from their expected
values, but in a predictable way. Next, we showed that the
measured emission line responsivity and delay are sensitive
to the duration of the monitoring campaign, and less so on
sampling rate (for a randomly sampled light curve). Signifi-
cantly, we also found that in order to satisfy the observed in-
trinsic Baldwin Effect (Kinney, Rivolo, and Koratkar 1990;
Pogge and Peterson 1992; Gilbert and Peterson 2003; Goad,
Korista, and Knigge 2004; Kong et al. 2006), and reproduce
the observed strong positive correlation between BLR size
and luminosity in a single source (Peterson et al. 2003; Cack-
ett et al. 2006), the line radial surface emissivity distribution
F (r) must steepen toward larger BLR radii.
In the present work, we deliberately focused our atten-
tion on the nature of the BLR outer boundary, Rout, and in
particular its location in the presence of ionizing continuum
flux variations, since Rout sets the volume within which the
total luminosity and time variable nature (i.e., characteris-
tic size and responsivity) of the emission lines is determined.
This is especially true of emission lines that form at larger
BLR radii (e.g., Hβ and Mg ii), which are often used in scal-
ing relationships applied to black hole mass determinations
at high redshift (McLure and Jarvis 2002; Vestergaard and
Peterson 2006; Bentz et al. 2009; Kilerci Eser et al. 2015).
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However, the physical mechanism that sets the BLR
outer boundary remains uncertain. It may be photon lim-
ited, dust-bounded or simply truncated (i.e., one that cuts-
off due to a particular geometrical arrangement of gas). It
is often assumed that the location of Rout is set by the dust
sublimation radius, heretofore with little or no consideration
for what might happen to this boundary when the incident
continuum varies. In keeping with the idea that the BLR
extends from the outer accretion disc to the inner edge of
the duty torus (Netzer and Laor 1993; Nenkova et al. 2008;
Mor and Trakhtenbrot 2011; Mor and Netzer 2012; Goad,
Korista and Ruff 2012), we here have explored the effects
of imposing a dust-bounded BLR on L, RRW and η for a
particular emission line, Hβ. Observationally, the location
of the hot dust has been shown to vary with continuum lu-
minosity, both within an individual AGN and among the
AGN population as a whole (Suganuma et al. 2004, 2006;
Koshida et al. 2014). Thus, in the present work, we have
also considered a time-variable location for the BLR outer
boundary in response to continuum variations. With this
aim we constructed a mock ionizing continuum light curve
using the best available optical continuum light curve from
the 13 yr ground-based monitoring campaign of NGC 5548,
to drive emission line variations (see §2.2).
With reference to the best-studied AGN, NGC 5548, if
dust limits the spatial extent of the BLR, significant corre-
lations between the continuum level and the effective outer
boundary of the BLR are ruled out, because the emission
line lags become far too long and the gas becomes overly re-
sponsive in the higher continuum states. Dust-bounded BLR
models therefore favour dust sublimation and condensation
timescales which are large compared to both the BLR light
crossing time and the characteristic variability timescale of
the driving continuum, also favoured in dust-reverberation
experiments (Ho¨nig and Kishimoto 2011; Kishimoto et al.
2011, 2013; Schnu¨lle et al. 2013, 2015).
A static BLR imposes strong constraints upon the phys-
ical properties of the line emitting gas. With an outer bound-
ary set by the graphite sublimation radius, the BLR model
is underluminous in Hβ by a factor 2, and the delays are too
large. Furthermore, although the model response amplitude
of Hβ is a good approximation to the observed time-averaged
value, the model emission-line light curve is a poor approx-
imation to the observed flux variations during the lowest
continuum states.
The emission line delays may be reduced on average by
choosing a smaller cut-off for the BLR outer boundary (i.e.,
Rout << Rsubl). However, this leads to a still lower predicted
luminosity, as well as a smaller amplitude response in Hβ
despite the BLR being more compact15. This smaller am-
plitude response arises because the gas with largest respon-
sivity, usually associated with low incident ionizing contin-
uum fluxes and equated with larger BLR radii, is no longer
15 A weak correlation between the continuum and the emission-
line variations does not necessarily imply a large BLR. Rather, in
the absence of significant geometric dilution it may be indicative
of low reprocessing efficiency for that emission line (e.g. Mg ii).
This may in part explain the difficulty in obtaining an accurate
lag estimate for this line (see e.g., Clavel et al. 1991; Krolik et al.
1991; Cackett et al. 2015).
present. This is an illustration of the strong tensions be-
tween L, RRW, η for a particular emission line. Since these
three quantities are encapsulated in the emission line trans-
fer function, an understanding of the tensions between them
may prove useful in the interpretation of velocity-resolved
delay signatures recovered from reverberation mapping ex-
periments. They may also be used to inform the continued
development of forward modelling techniques, recently em-
ployed to map the geometry and kinematics of the BLR gas
and constrain black hole masses.
We also found that in general, a lower continuum nor-
malisation provides a better match to the emission-line de-
lays and responsivities (e.g., Figure 4, panels (ii) and (iii)),
with the caveat that the predicted Hβ emission line lumi-
nosities for these models remain too small (see Tables 1 and
2 for details). Since large uncertainties in the luminosity dis-
tance to NGC 5548 are unlikely, these simulations may point
toward another mechanism for altering the mapping of ΦH
onto r, i.e., a smaller ΦH for a given r than that inferred from
the observed UV continuum flux and typical models of the
continuum SED. As an alternative, we investigated various
ways of boosting the Hβ emissivity F (r) and responsivity
η(r) at smaller BLR radii, which resulted in a reduction in
the responsivity-weighted radius without requiring changes
in the BLR geometry (see §4, Figure 3a,b and Table 1).
The physical size of the BLR is determined in large
part by the energy deposited into and reprocessed by the
system. The luminosity-weighted radius of a given emis-
sion line is dictated by the distribution of the continuum
reprocessing efficiency for that line and the distribution of
cloud solid angle intercepting the ionizing photons. That
the energy deposited is important in constraining the line-
emitting geometry, is amply demonstrated in Horne, Ko-
rista and Goad (2003, their Figures 5, 6). They show that
even for a single cloud model, whose reverberation signature
is described by a paraboloidal iso-delay surface (for which
the cloud–source distance is unconstrained), the correct ra-
dial distance may be recovered if the emitted energy in the
emission line is properly accounted for, for a specified inci-
dent ionizing continuum flux. The connection between en-
ergy and BLR size is also revealed through the remarkably
tight observed relation between the measured characteristic
time-delay τ (Hβ) (interpreted as RBLR/c) and the observed
luminosity (Bentz et al. 2013; Kilerci Eser et al. 2015). The
physical size scale for the BLR is also revealed through the
mass of the central black hole MBH, via the virial relation
v2RBLR ∝ MBH, although RBLR is again inferred from the
continuum–emission-line delay information. Without addi-
tional information (e.g., energy), RBLR remains degenerate
in delay.
Finally, that the majority of features observed in the
13 yr Hβ emission-line light curve are captured in the simula-
tions (see Figure 4, panel (iii)) validates use of the scaled op-
tical (or equivalently the UV) continuum as a proxy for the
driving ionizing continuum. It also demonstrates the power
of photoionization models for gaining an understanding of
the BLR.
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Table 2. Hβ emission-line delays (CCF peak, CCF centroid) and time-averaged responsivities for the full 13 yr light-curve (columns
2–4), and for the seasonal light-curves (columns 5–8), see text for details.
CCFpeak CCF
⋆
cent < ηeff >
† CCFcent (range)‡ RLW RRW ηeff (range)
(days) (days) (days) (light-days) (light-days)
observations 17.3± 1.4 35.6± 1.7 0.55 12.4 – 27.0 NA NA 0.3 – 0.99
Rout =100 light-days, fixed boundaries
power-law, γ = −2 10.0± 0.5 18.2± 1.5 0.97 6 – 15.2 15.8 15.8 0.70 – 1.12
power-law, γ = −1 25.8± 3.7 36.6± 1.2 0.46 17.3 – 33.4 33.6 33.6 0.30 – 0.46
Fiducial LOC model 38.9± 2.1 43.5± 1.4 0.51 23.9 – 42.5 31.2 – 38.4 35.9 – 42.7 0.30 – 0.54
LOC low continuum normalisation 36.3± 1.9 41.5± 1.3 0.60 25.7 – 40.0 26.5 – 36.2 31.8 – 41.1 0.35 – 0.67
LOC high continuum normalisation 39.6± 2.3 44.1± 1.4 0.43 23.8 – 46.2 34.9 – 39.5 38.0 – 42.5 0.23 – 0.45
Rout = 50 light-days, fixed boundaries
LOC model 22.8± 0.8 29.8± 1.4 0.42 21.2 – 29.0 21.4 – 23.9 23.1 – 25.6 0.30 – 0.49
LOC model 17.9± 1.0 24.2± 1.4 0.53 18.7 – 28.6 15.4 – 18.9 17.7 – 21.1 0.43 – 0.67
log ΦH = 20 at R = 7.5 light-days
Dusty BLR, Rmax = 200 light-days, Rsubl = 100 light-days, variable boundaries
τsubl = τcond = 1 days 57.9± 3.5 66.6± 2.5 0.81 38.1 – 123.3 23.1 – 49.2 27.1 – 55.5 0.10 – 0.84
τsubl = τcond = 300 days 45.7± 2.3 53.0± 1.8 0.60 25.4 – 52.5 29.7 – 42.4 34.5 – 48.0 0.21 – 0.62
τsubl = τcond = 1000 days 41.9± 2.5 47.1± 1.4 0.54 24.8 – 46.3 31.2 – 40.7 36.2 – 46.1 0.26 – 0.58
Dusty BLR, Rout = 200 light-days, R(τsubl) = 50 light-days, variable boundaries
τsubl = τcond = 300 days 33.4± 2.0 47.3± 1.7 0.55 23.8 – 48.1 22.6 – 32.4 26.8 – 38.7 0.24 – 0.60
⋆ CCF centroids have been calculated over the range in delays for which the CCF coefficient > 0.8 of the peak value. Quoted values and their
uncertainties have been determined using the model-independent FR/RSS Monte Carlo method described in Peterson et al. (1998). Each model
light-curve is first sampled in the same fashion as the observations. We then compute 1000 realisations of each light-curve, assuming random
sampling, with full replacement. Errors on individual data points have been drawn from a random Gaussian deviate with dispersion of 1% of the
measured flux.
† < ηeff > values are here determined as in Goad et al. (2004), from the ratio d logFline/d logFcont.
‡ Measured ranges have been determined from measurements of each of the 13 seasons of data for NGC 5548.
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